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Abstract

Speech Enhancement Using Speech Synthesis Techniques
by
Soumi Maiti

Advisor: Michael I. Mandel

Traditional speech enhancement systems reduce noise by modifying the noisy signal to make
it more like a clean signal, which suffers from two problems: under-suppression of noise and
over-suppression of speech. These problems create distortions in enhanced speech and hurt the
quality of the enhanced signal. We propose to utilize speech synthesis techniques for a higher
quality speech enhancement system. Synthesizing clean speech based on the noisy signal could
produce outputs that are both noise-free and high quality. We first show that we can replace the
noisy speech with its clean resynthesis from a previously recorded clean speech dictionary from the
same speaker (concatenative resynthesis). Next, we show that using a speech synthesizer (vocoder)
we can create a “clean” resynthesis of the noisy speech for more than one speaker. We term this
parametric resynthesis (PR). PR can generate better prosody from noisy speech than a TTS system
which uses textual information only. Additionally, we can use the high quality speech generation
capability of neural vocoders for better quality speech enhancement. When trained on data from
enough speakers, these vocoders can generate speech from unseen speakers, both male, and female,
with similar quality as seen speakers in training. Finally, we show that using neural vocoders we
can achieve better objective signal and overall quality than the state-of-the-art speech enhancement
systems and better subjective quality than an oracle mask-based system.
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Definitions
Fundamental Frequency (F0): Fundamental frequency is a property of sound, generally measured
as the lowest frequency of a periodic waveform. For speech, it is perceived by human listeners
as pitch. It is also defined as the number of glottal pulses per second for the speech signal.
Prosody: Prosody is a broad term that includes speech-related information that conveys meaning
beyond the mere choice of words and syntax, such as intonation, rhythm, and stress (Shih and
Kochanski, 2002).
TTS: Text To Speech system that converts normal language text into speech.
Statistical TTS: Type of TTS system with statistical speech synthesis where a vocoder is used to
generate speech from acoustic parameters.
Oracle Mask: In speech enhancement oracle or ideal mask refers to the ground truth mask that
is generally used as a target to train neural networks. Oracle mask is computed given the
original noisy and clean speech before they are mixed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

We live in a noisy environment and there is some noise always present in any speech signal. Noise
is one of the biggest problems for users of voice technologies. Normal hearing-ability listeners
can understand speech in much noisier conditions than automatic speech recognizers (Lippmann,
1997; Juneja, 2012) and hearing impaired listeners (Festen and Plomp, 1990). Current approaches
in speech enhancement attempt to modify the noisy signal to make it more like the original. For
speech, these modifications lead to distortions, both from over-suppression of the target and from
under-suppression of the interfering noise. Especially for single-channel speech enhancement,
these distortions are inevitable with traditional speech enhancement systems. Chen et al. (2006)
demonstrate that any attempt at single-channel noise suppression through modification will result
in a loss of speech-quality from the original clean speech. In contrast, we show that speech
enhancement methods using synthesis techniques move away from modifying the original noisy
mixture and can provide high-quality, noise-free outputs.

1
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Quality of Enhanced Speech:

2

Speech enhancement systems are evaluated on two main measures:

intelligibility and quality. Intelligibility measures if the enhanced speech contains the same linguistic
content as the noisy speech. In contrast, quality measures if the enhanced speech is realistic, clear,
and natural. ITU-T standard P83 (2003) measures noise suppressed speech according to three
quality metrics: speech quality, noise suppression quality, and overall quality. Hu and Loizou
(2006) found that overall quality is highly correlated with a combination of both signal and noise
suppression quality. Thus, for better overall quality in noise suppression systems, it is important to
both remove noise and avoid damaging speech.
A popular speech enhancement technique is to predict a time-frequency mask that modifies a
noisy spectrogram to make it more like the clean spectrogram (Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2009;
Narayanan and Wang, 2013; Wang et al., 2014b; Le Roux et al., 2013; Erdogan et al., 2015; Wang
and Wang, 2019). Enhanced speech is then generated from the inverse Fourier transform of the
masked noisy spectrogram. A neural network is used to predict the mask from noisy speech. With
such a system, Chen et al. (2006) shows that any attempts at single-channel noise suppression will
result in a loss of speech quality from the original clean speech. Even with an oracle real-valued
mask (computed from the known clean speech signal at the enhancement stage), the enhanced
signal contains phase distortions, as the speech is enhanced using the noisy phase (Paliwal et al.,
2011). This shows that even in the oracle scenario such models are limited. Instead, we propose to
utilize speech synthesis techniques where acoustic features are predicted from a noisy mixture and
enhanced speech is synthesized from them using speech synthesis.

High Quality Speech Synthesis:

There are speech synthesis systems that can produce high-

quality speech from textual inputs. Many such text-to-speech (TTS) techniques synthesize the voice
of a speaker from characters or phonemes (Shen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). In recent years, TTS
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systems have been able to generate speech that is comparable to human speech in naturalness (Shen
et al., 2017; van den Oord et al., 2016b; Kalchbrenner et al., 2018). Generating realistic prosody,
like intonation, tone, stress, and rhythm from simple text or textual information is the difficult part
of the speech synthesis problem. Compared to TTS systems, which generate prosody from text only,
a speech enhancement system has access to the prosody in the noisy speech and hence has an easier
task. We propose to utilize speech synthesis techniques to build a speech enhancement system that
can generate better prosody than synthesis systems and higher quality than enhancement systems.
Our hypotheses is that instead of modifying the noisy mixture, resynthesizing the enhanced speech
will be noise free and high quality.

1.2

Summary of Research

We adapt speech synthesis techniques to build a higher quality speech enhancement system than
modification-based speech enhancement can provide. We focus on single-channel speech enhancement only. We first adapt concatenative synthesis techniques (Mandel et al., 2014; Mandel and Cho,
2015) and build a speaker-dependent noise reduction system. Second, we adapt vocoders (Morise
et al., 2016; van den Oord et al., 2016b; Prenger et al., 2018) to build a speaker-independent noise
reduction system, that has higher quality, Parametric Resynthesis. We evaluate our system with
subjective and objective scores of both quality and intelligibility. Objective quality scores are
measured with Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) (Loizou, 2013) and composite
quality scores for signal (CSIG), background (CBAK) and overall (COVL) quality (Hu and Loizou,
2007). Objective intelligibility is measured with STOI (Taal et al., 2010). Subjective scores are measured with human listening tests following the Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor
(MUSHRA) paradigm (MUS, 2015). In general, both proposed systems have two parts, extracting
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information from noisy speech and generating “clean” speech using the extracted information.

1.2.1

Concatenative Resynthesis

Concatenative Resynthesis (Mandel et al., 2014; Mandel and Cho, 2015) was previously proposed
for small vocabulary, constrained grammar, single speaker speech enhancement. In part I, we give
technical details of the concatenative resynthesis system for large vocabulary tasks.

Concatenative Resynthesis using Twin Networks: The previously proposed concatenative
resynthesis system requires processing of the clean speech at run time, which is slow and not
scalable to a large vocabulary. In order to make the system scalable, we propose learning similarity
using two separate networks, trained with a triplet ranking loss (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al.,
2014a), one network processes clean segments offline, and another network processing the noisy
segments at runtime. The proposed model, which we call twin networks, is compared against the
original model in terms of ranking performance and subjective quality.

Large Vocabulary Concatenative Resynthesis: In Chapter 3, we generalize the small vocabulary concatenative resynthesis system to a large vocabulary. To do so, we employ efficient decoding
techniques using fast approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) algorithms (Bernhardsson, 2013; Ann;
Malkov and Yashunin, 2016). First, we apply these ANN techniques on the original small vocabulary
task and get a 5× speedup with similar quality. Second, we construct a large vocabulary dictionary
from single speaker audiobook data. Then, we apply the techniques to the construction of a large
vocabulary concatenative resynthesis system and scale the system up to a 12× larger dictionary. We
measure ranking performance and subjective quality and intelligibility of the enhanced speech with
the large vocabulary concatenative system.
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Parametric Resynthesis

In Part II, we use clean speech vocoder parameters as the target for a neural network and resynthesize
enhanced speech with vocoders (Morise et al., 2016; van den Oord et al., 2016b; Prenger et al.,
2018; Valin and Skoglund, 2019). Since the system is closer in design to parametric synthesis (King,
2010), the denoising system is named parametric resynthesis (PR). A literature review of vocoders
is presented in Chapter 4.

Parametric Resynthesis Comparison with TTS: In Chapter 5, we provide details of a parametric resynthesis system with the WORLD vocoder (Morise et al., 2010). In comparison to a matched
text-to-speech system that is given the ground truth transcripts of the noisy speech, our model is
able to produce more natural speech because it has access to the true prosody in the noisy speech.
In comparison to two denoising systems, the oracle Wiener mask (Loizou, 2013), and a DNN-based
mask predictor (Wang et al., 2014b), our model equals the oracle Wiener mask in subjective quality
and intelligibility and surpasses the realistic system. A vocoder-based upper bound shows that
there is still room for improvement with this approach beyond the oracle Wiener mask. We test
speaker-dependence with two speakers and show that a single model can be used for multiple
speakers.

Parametric Resynthesis with Neural Vocoders: In Chapter 6, we show that the high quality
speech generation capability of neural vocoders can be utilized for noise suppression in parametric resynthesis systems. A neural network predicts clean mel-spectrogram features from noisy
speech and then a neural vocoder is used to synthesize speech. We compare two neural vocoders,
WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016b) and WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018), for synthesizing clean
speech from the predicted mel spectrogram. Both WaveNet and WaveGlow achieve better subjective
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and objective quality scores than the source separation model Chimera++ (Wang et al., 2018).
Further, WaveNet and WaveGlow also achieve significantly better subjective quality ratings than
the oracle Wiener mask. Moreover, we observe that between WaveNet and WaveGlow, WaveNet
achieves the best subjective quality scores, although at the cost of much slower waveform generation.

Speaker Independence of Neural Vocoders and Parametric Resynthesis:

In Chapter 6, we

showed that PR systems generate high quality speech for a single speaker using two neural vocoders,
WaveNet, and WaveGlow. Both these vocoders are traditionally speaker dependent van den Oord
et al. (2016b); Prenger et al. (2018). In Chapter 7 we first show that when trained on data from
enough speakers, these vocoders can generate speech from unseen speakers, both male and female,
with similar quality as seen speakers in training. Next using these two vocoders and a new vocoder,
LPCNet (Valin and Skoglund, 2019), we evaluate the noise reduction quality of PR on unseen
speakers and show that objective signal and overall quality are higher than the state-of-the-art speech
enhancement systems Wave-U-Net (Macartney and Weyde, 2018), WaveNet-denoise (Rethage et al.,
2018), and SEGAN (Pascual et al., 2017). Moreover, in subjective quality, multiple-speaker PR
out-performs the oracle Wiener mask.
The work presented in this thesis is based on the following peer-reviewed articles:
1. S. Maiti and M. I. Mandel,“ Concatenative resynthesis using twin networks”. In Proceedings
of Interspeech, pages 3647–3651, 2017.
2. S. Maiti, J. Ching, and M. I. Mandel, “Large vocabulary concatenative resynthesis.” In
Proceedings of Interspeech, pages 1190–1194, 2018.
3. S. Maiti and M. I. Mandel, “Speech denoising by parametric resynthesis”. In Proceedings
of the IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, pages
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6995–6999, 2019
4. S. Maiti and M. I. Mandel, “Parametric resynthesis with neural vocoders”. In IEEE Workshop
on Applications of Signal Processing to Audio and Acoustics, pages 303–307, 2019
5. S. Maiti, and M. I. Mandel, “ Speaker independence of neural vocoders and their effect
on parametric resynthesis speech enhancement”. In Proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, pages 206–210, 2020.

1.3

Background and Related Work

Traditional speech enhancement systems use statistical model based algorithms to estimate clean
speech spectral parameters. Given a noisy signal, probabilistic estimators like the Maximumlikelihood (ML) estimator (McAulay and Malpass, 1980) and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
estimator (Ephraim and Malah, 1984) are used to estimate the clean signal. The estimators are computed by applying different constraints on the speech and noisy spectra. These traditional methods
leads to simple, tractable speech enhancement methods that can improve quality of the enhanced
speech but are unable to provide significant improvement in speech intelligibility (Loizou, 2013).
In comparison time-frequency masking based methods can improve speech intelligibility (Healy
et al., 2013). Mask estimation methods originated from the field of computational auditory scene
analysis (Brown and Cooke, 1994). Such methods predict a masking function in the time-frequency
domain, which is then applied to the noisy magnitude spectrum in order to estimate clean speech.
Mask prediction is the most popular current speech enhancement method. It generally consists
of four steps: 1) the speech signal is transformed into the time-frequency domain spectrogram
by performing a short-time Fourier transform (STFT), 2) a multiplicative mask is predicted using
a neural network, 3) The predicted mask is then applied to the noisy spectrogram and 4) the
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enhanced signal is generated from the masked magnitude spectrogram and noisy phase by taking
the inverse STFT. Initial work proposed the binary mask (Li and Wang, 2009) using a binary
selection criteria to choose a subset of time-frequency bins from the noisy spectrum. Though a
binary mask can improve speech intelligibility, other masks have subsequently been proposed for
better intelligibility and quality, like the Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) (Narayanan and Wang, 2013), and
Wiener-like masks (Erdogan et al., 2015). These mask-based system only modify the magnitude
spectrum, and use noisy phase without modification. Paliwal et al. (2011) showed the importance of
phase in these magnitude mask based enhancements, though estimating phase is a difficult task due
to its complex structure. The Phase Sensitive Mask (PSM) (Erdogan et al., 2015) was proposed to
incorporate a phase sensitive objective function with a real-valued magnitude mask. Williamson
et al. (2015); Yin et al. (2020) propose predicting a complex IRM to enhance both magnitude and
phase, though phase values remain difficult to predict. Yin et al. (2020) propose a new architecture
of two-stream networks and attention on frequency dimension can help in the estimation of the
complex IRM.
In recent years, time-domain end-to-end speech enhancement systems have also been proposed.
Rethage et al. (2018) built an end-to-end model to map noisy audio to explicit models of both clean
speech and noise using a WaveNet-like (van den Oord et al., 2016b) architecture. Their proposed
WaveNet-denoise uses dilated convolutions to predict clean speech samples from noisy speech
samples by minimizing a regression loss between noisy and clean speech samples. SEGAN (Pascual
et al., 2017) and Wave-U-Net (Macartney and Weyde, 2018) are end-to-end source separation
models that use multiple layers of downsampling blocks to extract multi-scale features, followed by
upsampling blocks to map multi-scale features back to separated speech samples. SEGAN, which
follows a generative adversarial approach, produces outputs with a slightly lower PESQ score than
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Wave-U-Net. TasNet (Luo and Mesgarani, 2019) proposes a learned encoder and decoder instead of
the STFT and inverse STFT. Its encoder maps speech samples to a learned feature representation
which the decoder maps back to the time domain, with a mask-based enhancement system between
the encoder and decoder. The TCNN (Pandey and Wang, 2019) uses upsampling and downsampling
blocks similar to Wave-U-Net as an encoder and decoder instead of the learnable basis of TasNet.
Time-domain methods are trained using an L1 or L2 loss between the enhanced signal and
ground truth. The advantage of time-domain models is that they can avoid the difficult task of
phase prediction by modeling time-domain signals directly. On the other hand, they cannot utilize
the advantage of modeling speech or noise in the time-frequency domain, which is typically an
easier task than modeling speech in the time-domain directly. Our proposed method is a hybrid
approach between time-frequency and time-domain models. Generally the first part of our proposed
model removes noise in the time-frequency domain and the speech synthesis techniques synthesize
enhanced speech in the time-domain.
Speech enhancement systems are evaluated on two main measures: intelligibility and quality (Loizou, 2013). Though subjective quality and intelligibility is the best way to evaluate speech
enhancement systems, performing a listening test is both costly and time-consuming. Hu and
Loizou (2007) shows objective quality scores like PESQ, LLR (Quackenbush et al., 1988) and
fwSNRseg (Tribolet et al., 1978) correlate more highly (0.65 to 0.8) with subjective quality scores
than other objective metrics. A set of composite objective metrics measuring signal (CSIG), background (CBAK), and overall quality is also proposed with a linear combination of objective scores.
The composite metrics correlate slightly higher than each separate metric. Some works (Fu et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Koizumi et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2019) use objective intelligibility and
quality scores as loss functions to train speech enhancement models. Such models tend to produce a
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higher performance in the target objective metric, but do not score well in the other metrics. As also
observed through our work, these objective metrics, though easy to measure, are somewhat limited
as replacements for subjective scores. Instead, we propose to utilize speech synthesis techniques to
improve the quality of the enhanced speech.
Traditional speech synthesis systems are of two types, concatenative and parametric. In concatenative speech synthesis, a large collection of previously recorded clean speech chunks from a single
speaker is combined to generate speech (Hunt and Black, 1996). Adapting a concatenative synthesis
model for a new speaker requires creating a new database. In comparison, parametric Text To
Speech (TTS) systems (Zen et al., 2009) model speech as trajectories in parameter space, so that the
generated voices can be modified. Parametric TTS models also utilize vocoders as the last step in
synthesizing a voice. Traditionally, concatenative TTS systems can generate more natural sounding
speech (King, 2014), though in recent years, with neural network based vocoders, parametric TTS
models have outperformed concatenative synthesis models van den Oord et al. (2016b). We present
a more detailed background study on such speech synthesis vocoders in Chapter 4.

Part I
Concatenative Resynthesis

11

Chapter 2
Concatenative Resynthesis with Small
Vocabulary
2.1

Introduction

Traditional noise reduction systems (e.g., Narayanan and Wang, 2014) modify a noisy signal to
make it more like the original clean signal. In doing so, they both include some noise in the output
and reduce the speech quality. Instead, synthesizing clean speech based on the noisy signal can
produce outputs that are both noise-free and high quality. Previous work (Mandel et al., 2014;
Mandel and Cho, 2015) introduced such a system using concatenative synthesis (Hunt and Black,
1996) for small vocabularies, but it required processing the clean speech at run time, which was
slow and not scalable to a large vocabularies.
The key component of the concatenative resynthesis system is a learned similarity metric
between noisy and clean speech segments. Proposed in our previous work (Mandel et al., 2014),
this similarity metric is a deep neural network that takes as input both a clean and a noisy segment
and outputs a scalar similarity score. The similarity network processes all pairs of clean and noisy
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segments at run time (Figure 2.1), making its runtime complexity increase linearly with the size
of the dictionary. To process a 2 s utterance from a dictionary containing 15 minutes of speech
from a 50-word vocabulary takes 60 s. This performance makes it difficult to scale the system to
large dictionaries of clean speech, which are required for large-vocabulary tasks. Here, we propose
splitting the similarity function into two or “twin” networks, one that processes the clean speech
and another that processes the noisy speech. Both networks output embedding codes into a shared
low-dimensional embedding space, which is learned so that matching clean and noisy segments
are assigned similar embeddings. The clean segments can then be preprocessed offline and only
the noisy segments processed by the network at runtime, with an efficient search of the embedding
space performed using an approximate nearest neighbor algorithm (e.g., Muja and Lowe, 2014;
Bernhardsson, 2013).
In this chapter, we examine the effect of splitting the original similarity network in this way.
In Chapter 3 we will examine the approximation with ANN techniques with a small and large
vocabulary dictionary. First, we utilize a siamese architecture (Bromley et al., 1993) to duplicate our
previous network (Mandel et al., 2014) and incorporate a ranking loss. The new ranking similarity
model fetches the correct dictionary element 97% of the time when it is present and provides
better performance than our previous system in intelligibility and comparable results in speech
quality. Second, we split the similarity network into two networks, one processing clean and another
processing noisy speech segments. The twin network achieves higher speech quality with a minor
loss in intelligibility, but reduces the runtime of the most expensive part of the code by several
orders of magnitude, potentially enabling real-time and large-vocabulary applications.
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System Overview

Noisy and clean utterances are divided into temporally overlapping smaller chunks. From all
available chunks of clean speech, we build a clean chunk dictionary. Let us assume we have a clean
chunk dictionary {z j }Nj=1 . From the noisy mixture, we build a noisy observation chunk set, {xi }M
i=1 .
Each of these chunks consists of 192 ms of audio or 11 spectrogram frames at a hop size of 16 ms.
We also assume each noisy chunk x is a combination of clean dictionary chunk z and noise. The
training dataset is constructed so that for each noisy chunk xi , there is a matching pair (z+
i , xi ) and
one non-matching pair (z−
i , xi ). Matching and non-matching pairs are defined as,

N
{(z+
i , xi )}i=1

s.t. xi is created from z+
i

N
{(z−
i , xi )}i=1

J
+
s.t. z−
i ∈ {z j } j=1 \ zi .

(2.1)

Matching and non-matching clean-noisy pairs are also referred to as positive and negative pairs.

2.2.1

Paired-Input Network

In our previous work, we learn the similarity function using a DNN as g1 (z, x). The network
takes as input a pair of clean and noisy speech chunks (z, x) and generates a similarity score. The
desired output of the similarity function is 1 for matching pairs and 0 for non-matching pairs.
The structure of the network is shown in Figure 2.2a. The network consists of 4 hidden layers of
1024 Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) each and a single sigmoid output unit. They are initialized
with random weights and trained using back-propagation with dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) of
20% and ADA-Grad (Duchi et al., 2011) stochastic gradient descent. The training minimizes the
cross-entropy between the predicted similarity and the desired output. We refer to this network as
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Observed mixture

M1
M1
M1
...

Similarity

Clean dictionary

D1
D2
D3
...

DNN

Figure 2.1: Overview of the Concatenative Resynthesis system. Each chunk of the observed mixture
is paired with each chunk of clean speech in the dictionary and input to a DNN, providing a
similarity score for all possible dictionary elements.
concatPaired.
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Clean Noisy

Clean Noisy

Positive Paired
network

Positive Paired
network

Similarity

Positive
Similarity

(a) Paired-input network

Clean Noisy

W

Negative Paired
network

Negative
Similarity

(b) Ranking paired-input network
Clean

Noisy

Clean
chunk
network

Noisy
chunk
network

Cosine Similarity

Similarity

(c) Twin networks

Figure 2.2: Different network structures of similarity functions. In (b) the two networks share
weights W , both networks received the same noisy input, for which the unshaded clean input
matches and the shaded clean input does not.
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Ranking Paired-Input Network

To train the paired network for retrieval of clean chunks, we duplicate concatPaired and utilize
a ranking loss (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014a). One copy of the network processes a
positive pair (z+ , x), and another copy of the network processes a negative pair (z− , x). The model
learns a similarity function g2 (z, x) so that the positive pair has a higher similarity score than the
negative pair, i.e.,
g2 (zi + , xi ) > g2 (zi − , xi ), ∀i = {1, 2, ....I}.

(2.2)

The structure of the ranking paired network is shown in Figure 2.2b. Each network is identical
to the concatPaired structure (Figure 2.2a), i.e., has 4 hidden layers of 1024 rectified linear units
(ReLU), and a single sigmoid output unit. The left network is fed a matching clean-noisy pair and
the right a non-matching clean-noisy pair.
We use a triplet ranking loss (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014a) to enforce the ranking
order of positive and negative pairs. A triplet ranking loss is defined between a triplet of a query, x,
a positive, z+ , and a negative example, z− , as,

Lrank (x, z+ , z− ) = max{0, y− − y+ }

(2.3)

where y+ = g2 (z+ , x) and y− = g2 (z− , x). The ranking loss measures the violation of the ranking
order and is combined with the cross-entropy loss to create the final loss

L (x, z+ , z− ) = log(1 − y− ) + log(y+ ) + Lrank (x, z+ , z− ).

This model is referred to as concatPairedRank subsequently.

(2.4)
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Twin Networks

Next, we break the processing of clean and noisy chunks into separate parallel networks. We use
two networks with the same architecture, but different weights, although there is no reason their
architectures couldn’t differ as well. Thus they are not siamese networks, and we instead call them
twin networks. One network learns to map clean speech chunks g3 (z) and another network learns
to map noisy chunks g4 (x) to a shared embedding space. The cosine similarity between the clean
and noisy embeddings is used as a joining layer between the outputs of twin networks. Cosine
similarity, cos(u, v), measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors, u, v, and is defined as,
cos(u, v) =

u·v
kuk2 ·kvk2 .

The desired output, y, of the model is 1 for positive pairs, (z+ , x) and 0 for

negative pairs, (z− , x).
Figure 2.2c shows the structure of the twin networks. Each network has 4 hidden layers of 512
rectified linear units. They are initialized with random weights and trained using back-propagation
with a dropout of 20% and ADA-Grad stochastic gradient descent.
To learn the similarity with the twin network we use the contrastive loss as defined by Hadsell
et al. (2006)
1
1
L(y, ŷ) = (1 − y) ŷ2 + y {max(0, m − ŷ)}2
2
2

(2.5)

where ŷ is the predicted similarity score of the model and m is a margin parameter. By minimizing
this loss, the similarity score, ŷ, is increased for positive pairs and decreased for negative pairs.

2.3

Experiments

For the experiments, we use the CHiME2-GRID small vocabulary data set (Vincent et al., 2013).
This dataset contains read speech simulated in a living room environment. Audio files are mixed
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with recorded household noises in six different signal-to-noise ratios (-6 dB to 9 dB). The noises are
mainly the speech of women and children, music, and various household activities. Each utterance
consists of a six-word sentence of the form

hcommandi hcolori hprepositioni hletteri hdigiti hadverbi.

For example, one such sentence is “Place blue at A 9 again”. Each sentence is approximately 2
seconds long. We use clean spatialized speech from the “reverberant” condition for the clean speech
dictionary and speech+noise mixtures from the “isolated” condition as noisy speech. Although all
signals are provided in stereo, we average the two channels together.
Our experiments are speaker-dependent, i.e., we train and test on different utterances and noises
with the same speaker. We selected speaker 3, male, for our experiments, as he had the longest
speech duration. We use the official training set of 500 utterances for both training and tuning
purposes, 490 utterances for training, and 10 for tuning. For testing, we use a subset of the official
development set of 24 utterances, with each mixture at a single randomly selected signal-to-noise
ratio instead of all of those provided. There were no repeated sentences in the dataset. In total, we
have approximately 16 minutes of speech from the target speaker. From these utterances which are
sampled at 16kHz, we calculate log mel spectrograms and extract 11 frame chunks that overlap with
their neighbors by 10 frames. This leads to 67,040 clean dictionary chunks and 124,080 clean-noisy
pairs, half matching, and half non-matching. We learn the three similarity models (i.e., concatPair,
concatPairedRank, and concatTwin) using the same training and testing utterances.
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Table 2.1: Retrieval performance: Precision-at-1: higher is better (↑). Average rank of the correct
chunk: lower is better (↓). The number of chunks in the dictionary is 2899

Precision-at-1
Average Rank of
the correct chunk

2.4

Euclidean

concatPaired

concatPairedRank

concatTwin

31%
450

96%
6

97%
3

96%
12

Evaluation

We compare the performance of the three networks in two ways. In the first test, we measure
directly the retrieval performance of the similarity predictions when the exact clean segment that
was used to construct a noisy segment is present in the dictionary. In the second test, we use the
concatenative resynthesizer to resynthesize test files using the three different similarity models, with
a dictionary constructed from a separate set of utterances, forcing the models to generalize to unseen
noisy segments. These resyntheses are evaluated in terms of subjective quality and intelligibility
through a listening test. Processing a single 2-second mixture of noisy speech with the concatPaired
network takes approximately 169 CPU-seconds on an Intel-Xeon processor (E5-2650Lv3). With
the concatTwin network, the same mixture takes approximately 69 CPU-seconds, a speedup of
2.45×. The concatTwin time estimate could still be significantly sped up by switching from a full
Viterbi decode to a beam search.

2.4.1

Ranking of Dictionary Elements

We compare the performance of the networks directly by measuring their average ranking performance on dictionary elements when the correct chunk is present for the corresponding noisy chunk.
This is not a realistic situation but allows for the performance of the systems to be quantified directly.
For this experiment, we randomly select 500 noisy chunks from the noisy observation set. We use a
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Figure 2.3: Concatenative Resynthesis intelligibility test results: Listening test results with three
listeners on 12 randomly selected files from the test set of CHiME2-GRID (Vincent et al., 2013). %
of correctly identified words are shown in red and of just the keywords (letters and numbers) in blue
for each system. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
dictionary where for each noisy speech chunk there is exactly one matching clean chunk. We know
which clean speech chunk matches each noisy chunk and this mapping serves as our ground truth.
The baseline for this task is the euclidean distance between the log mel spectrum of clean and noisy
chunks. We then predict the similarity of all of the clean speech dictionary elements for each noisy
input and rank the clean chunks by their similarity.
Ranking performance is quantified by measuring the average precision-at-1: the percentage of
queries where the top-ranked dictionary element is the actual matching clean element. If the correct
dictionary chunk is the top-ranked element more of the time, we achieve higher precision-at-1. We
also measure the average rank of the correct dictionary chunk for each model. We want the correct
chunk to be closer to the top of the list (indicated by a lower number).
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Figure 2.4: Concatenative Resynthesis quality test results: MUSHRA listening test results showing
average speech, noise suppression, and overall quality on 12 randomly selected files from the test
set of CHiME2-GRID (Vincent et al., 2013). Higher numbers are better in all cases. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals.
Table 2.1 shows the ranking performance results. The euclidean baseline gives 31% precision-at1 and the average rank of the correct chunk is 450. Precision-at-1 is highest for the concatPairedRank
model at 97%. For both concatPaired and concatTwin, we obtain 96% precision-at-1. For concatPairedRank, the average rank of the correct chunk is 3. For concatPaired and concatTwin, the
average ranks are 6 and 12, respectively. Thus it is clear that all of the concat metrics perform well
on these tasks, with a slight advantage to concatPairedRank. This makes sense, as compared to
concatPaired, concatPairedRank is trained to directly optimize ranking performance, and compared
to concatTwin, it has greater expressive power.
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Listening Tests

We perform two listening tests to measure subjective intelligibility and quality. We evaluate the
concatenative resynthesis systems by resynthesizing speech from noisy recordings and measuring
its subjective quality and intelligibility. We randomly selected 12 test utterances from the randomly
selected SNR levels as noisy mixtures. For each noisy mixture, five different versions were
compared: clean speech, noisy mixture, and resynthesized speech using three concat systems:
concatPaired, concatPairedRank, and concatTwin. Three users participated in the listening tests, 2
of them are native English speakers and 1 is a non-native English speaker.
The intelligibility test measures whether a listener’s transcription of an utterance matches the
original sentence. Three subjects listened to the 60 files in a randomized order. They were asked
to transcribe the sentence as best they could. They were given the sample GRID grammar as an
example but were also told that they did not have to adhere to the exact grammar. The results of the
intelligibility test for each system averaged over all files are presented in Figure 2.3. In the result,
we present both the accuracy of all words and the accuracy of the letter and number words within
the sentences, which in the task were designed as the keywords. Speech intelligibility for both clean
and noisy utterances is very high. For the concat systems, concatPairedRank model achieves 86%
accuracy on all words, concatPaired achieves 82%, and concatTwin achieves 80%.
The speech quality test compares the same five systems under a Multiple Stimuli with Hidden
Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) paradigm. For each noisy file, the listener was first presented
with the reference clean and noisy speech recordings and then the outputs from the five systems
unlabeled and in a randomized order. The comparison sets were also presented in random order
to listeners. They were asked to rate speech quality, noise suppression quality, and overall speech
quality for each processed mixture on a scale from 0 (poor) to 100 (excellent). Speech quality
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was defined to the users as suitability to play in living-room stereo systems or suitability of being
included in a radio broadcast. Listeners were also instructed that speech intelligibility should not
effect speech quality, a less-intelligible sentence could very well be a high-quality sentence. The
results for speech quality are presented in Figure 2.4 averaged over all listeners and all files. As
expected, all three speech quality measures are highest for both the clean speech reference and
the hidden clean speech. concatTwin performs slightly better than the other two models (speech
quality = 85, noise suppression = 88, and overall speech quality = 87), although all three achieve
very similar ratings.
These results show that the triplet ranking loss employed by the concatPairedRank network
provides better performance in both intelligibility and quality than the original paired binary loss. It
also shows that the concatTwin network can achieve similar or slightly higher quality than the two
paired networks, with slightly lower intelligibility, while providing significantly better asymptotic
runtime performance.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced two new ways of training concatenative resynthesis similarity
functions with different performance characteristics. Using a ranking loss with the paired model
gives better intelligibility and quality. Twin networks give much faster processing with only a minor
loss in output performance. As twin networks reduce the runtime of the most expensive part of the
system by several orders of magnitude, they enable us to now design real-time and large-vocabulary
applications. In the next chapter, we test the scalability limits of the twin networks. We also want to
utilize efficient decoding techniques for large vocabulary systems.

Chapter 3
Concatenative Resynthesis with Large
Vocabularies
We employ efficient decoding techniques using fast approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) algorithms.
Firstly, we apply ANN techniques on the original small vocabulary task and get 5× speedup. We
then apply the techniques to the construction of a large vocabulary concatenative resynthesis system
and scale the system up to 12× larger dictionary. We perform listening tests with five participants
to measure the subjective quality and intelligibility of the output speech.

3.1

Introduction

The core of the concatenative resynthesis system is a similarity network that can predict a similarity
score between a clean and noisy segment of audio. Given a noisy segment and a dictionary of clean
segments, we can replace the noisy segment with the most similar clean dictionary segment. But in
order to improve the quality of the resyntheses further, we utilize a transition affinity to encourage
smoother transitions between chunks. The optimal resynthesis is thus found using the Viterbi
algorithm to balance the similarity between clean and noisy chunks and compatibility between
25
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consecutive clean chunks.
In Chapter 2, we show a model configuration that embeds the clean and noisy speech into a
shared low-dimensional space where matching clean and noisy chunks have similar embeddings
and non-matching pairs have dissimilar embeddings. This configuration allows the clean speech
to be processed offline so only the noisy speech needs to be processed at runtime. While faster,
the time to identify an appropriate clean segment is still linear in the size of the dictionary. In the
current chapter, we propose to make processing time sub-linear in the dictionary size by using
approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) algorithms. We use ANN techniques in the decoding process
to efficiently identify candidate clean segments for each noisy segment in a learned low-dimensional
embedding space. In addition, we also use ANN techniques to accelerate the computation of the
affinity transition matrix. These two changes allow the system to be scaled to large vocabulary
tasks. We experiment here on a new large noisy dataset by mixing audiobooks from the Blizzard
2013 speech synthesis challenge (King and Karaiskos, 2013) with environmental noise from the
CHiME-3 challenge (Barker et al., 2015).
Using these ANN techniques, we first show a 5× (40 s vs 8 s) speedup compared to the brute
force approach in a small vocabulary dataset. The time to construct the transition matrix also
reduces by a factor of 40× (1808 s vs 45 s). We then scale the system using different dictionary
sizes (N) up to 746k (12× larger dictionary) and measure intelligibility and quality against two
comparison models.

3.2

System Overview

We use the same dataset prepared in Chapter 2. Noisy and clean utterances are divided into
temporally overlapped “chunks” of duration 192 ms. We assume that each noisy chunk is constructed
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Figure 3.1: Twin networks embed chunks of clean and noisy audio into a shared low dimensional
space allowing for fast search.
by adding noise to one clean chunk. A clean dictionary is built from all of the clean speech chunks
M
{xi }N
i=1 . We build noisy observation sets from noisy chunks {z j } j=1 . Using the similarity network,

we compute a similarity matrix between clean and noisy chunks (SN×M ). In addition, We build a
transition affinity matrix between pairs of clean dictionary chunks (TN×N ). The similarity matrix
and transition matrix are used to find an optimal resynthesis.

3.2.1

Similarity Network

The similarity network predicts a similarity score (between 0 and 1) between a clean and noisy
chunk. We use twin networks (Chapter 2) to separately map a clean and noisy chunk into a shared
low-dimensional embedding space where matching chunks are close to each other. Then cosine
similarity between low-dimensional embeddings is used as a similarity score as shown in Figure 3.1.
Twin networks have separate identical sub-networks for processing clean and noisy chunks. The
subnetworks do not share weights and this allows them to process clean and noisy speech segments
differently. The twin architecture allows the system to process the clean dictionary only once and
store the embeddings. At runtime, only the noisy observed chunks are processed through the noisy
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network. The twin networks are trained with the contrastive loss according to Hadsell et al. (2006).
1
1
L(y, ŷ) = (1 − y) ŷ2 + y {max(0, m − ŷ)}2
2
2

(3.1)

where ŷ is the predicted similarity score, y is the desired similarity score, and m is a margin
parameter.

3.2.2

Efficient Decoding

The brute force approach for decoding is to compute the full similarity matrix, SN×M , between all
pairs of clean and noisy chunks and then search for the best path using the Viterbi algorithm. Since
this matrix is generally sparse, we use fast ANN algorithms to compute an approximate version of
SN×M in much less time. Several efficient libraries exist for finding approximate nearest neighbors,
including ANNOY (Bernhardsson, 2013) and NMSLib (Malkov and Yashunin, 2016). ANNOY
builds a forest of random projection trees to index the data and searches all trees in parallel. NMSLib
implements several algorithms, of which we use hierarchical navigable small world (HNSW) graphs.
This approach creates a graph with a small-world structure (where it is possible to travel between
most points in a small number of hops) connecting indexed points and then uses a greedy search
from random initialization points to search it. We compare these two ANN algorithms against each
other and the brute-force computation.

3.2.3

Approximating Transition Affinities

The transition affinity matrix T (i, j)N
i, j=1 is defined as the probability of transitioning from dictionary
element xi to dictionary element x j . The affinity is currently computed based on acoustic features
only. We calculate the euclidean distance, dτ , between the log mel spectrogram of the last τ frames
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of xi and first τ frames of x j as the affinity,

T (i, j) =

exp( 1γ dτ (xi , x j ))
∑ j0 exp( 1γ dτ (xi , x j0 ))

(3.2)

where γ controls the mapping of distances to affinities and was tuned on development data.
Computing this matrix is very expensive (quadratic in N) and generally results in a very sparse
matrix. Storing the whole transition matrix is not feasible, even for small vocabulary tasks. On
one such task, with a 61k-element dictionary, we have had success only storing the largest 107
entries, which is 0.28% of the full matrix. For large vocabularies, even computing the whole matrix
is not feasible. Instead, we use ANN methods to find many of the non-zero entries in this matrix,
specifically, the k most compatible transitions for each chunk. We explore different configurations
of ANN algorithms and measure their trade-offs between recall and speed.
Given a noisy speech chunk z j , the concatenative resynthesis system identifies a matching
clean chunk xi from the dictionary. To evaluate the quality of the mapping, z → x, we compute the
accuracy of the frame-level phonetic transcriptions of x to z:

a f (z, x) =

1 F  (z) (x) 
∑ δ pk , pk
F k=1

(3.3)

where pk is the phonetic label of the kth frame in a signal and δ (·, ·) is the Kroeneker delta function
indicating equality. Thus, a f considers the frame-wise phonetic correspondence of the input and
output chunks. We consider a f as our objective accuracy metric.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Recall versus time to compute a 500 × 61k similarity matrix using ANN. k is the
number of neighbors returned by the ANN system. Brute-force computation takes 670 ms. (b)
Recall versus time to build a 61k × 61k transition matrix using ANNOY. Brute force computation
time is 1808.3 s.

3.3

Small Vocabulary Experiments

We first experiment with efficient decoding and approximate transition affinities on the smallvocabulary CHiME-2 Track 1 (GRID speech) dataset (Vincent et al., 2013). This enables us to
directly measure the efficacy of both ANN algorithms on a task where brute force solutions are still
possible.
As in the previous chapter, this small dataset contains read speech simulated in a living room
environment. Noises are mainly the speech of women and children, music, and various household
activities. We train and test on different utterances with the same speaker (speaker 3, male), using
490 utterances for training and 10 utterances for testing. We calculate log mel spectrograms and
extract 11 frame chunks that overlap with their neighbors by 10 frames. Each chunk contains
192 ms of audio. For resynthesis, we build a clean dictionary using 490 clean utterances, giving us
a total of 60,801 clean chunks (N ≈ 61k).
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Efficient Decoding using Approximate Nearest Neighbors

First, we compare efficient decoding techniques using ANN against brute force. We use two ANN
algorithms: NMSLib and ANNOY. For each noisy chunk, we retrieve the top k clean dictionary
chunks and by varying k we can vary the sparsity of the similarity matrix (S).
For ANN algorithms, there is a trade-off between recall and computation time. It is possible
to improve recall performance at the cost of higher computation time. Computation time also
varies with the number of neighbors (k) to be searched, increasing with higher k. ANNOY builds
forests of trees, where more trees (n tree) provides higher recall when querying, but at a higher
cost. We vary the number of trees over 10, 20, 50, 70 and test for different k over 100, 200, 300, 400.
NMSLib HNSW (Naidan et al., 2015) is a graph-based algorithm that uses a number of different
parameters. We vary the depth of search (e fConstruction) over 10, 50, 100, 200. A greater depth of
search leads to higher search time. We select some of the other parameters based on performance
on a development set, like 15 initial neighbors (M) and 400 maximum neighbors in each subsearch (e f Search). The rest of the parameters remain at their defaults. Using the above-mentioned
configurations, we measure recall and computation time as the number of neighbors is varied.
Figure 3.2 shows this recall-computation trade-off for ANN algorithms for a random set of 500
noisy chunks in the shared embedding space. Using NMSLib gives nearly perfect recall in very little
computation-time (∼ 15 ms) over different k (in the figure, we only show the highest k = 400, lower
k result was almost identical to k = 400). For ANNOY n tree has a significant effect on both recall
and computation time. Especially for k > 200 using 100 trees gives almost perfect recall. Since
NMSLib clearly outperforms ANNOY for both recall and computation time, we choose NMSLib
for further similarity approximation experiments. With NMSLib, the computation is 44× (670 ms
vs 15 ms) faster than brute force. We must note, however, that NMSLib needs to be tuned for good
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results. ANNOY can achieve good recall at the expense of considerable computation time, but it is
easier to configure and use than NMSLib.

3.3.2

Approximating the Transition Matrix

Next, we compare the ANN approximation of the transition matrix with brute force. The brute
force approach takes 1808.3 s to build the matrix for N = 61k and we store the largest 100M
entries. We use ANNOY to retrieve the top k dictionary chunks for each noisy chunk. Hence,
the construction time becomes linear in the dictionary size compared to quadratic in brute force.
Figure 3.2 shows the recall-computation time trade-off for different values of k with n tree varying
over 10, 20, 50, 70, 100, 150 for ANNOY. For k > 100 using n tree = 50 leads to higher (> 98%)
recall. Further increasing the number of trees only leads to higher computation time without an
improvement in recall. At a recall of 97%, it takes 45 seconds to build the transition matrix for
k = 100 (transition matrix consists of 6M entries), which gives a 40× speedup over brute force.
Initially we were unable to use NMSLib for computing the transition matrix due to a bug in
NMSLib. NMSLib internally modifies NumPy array structures in place to optimize computation
time. We assumed that it copied the arrays, leading to erroneous results for transition affinity
computations in the same NumPy array. Later, we were able to use NMSLib by creating two
separate arrays for the current and next states. This bug was identified and fixed after these
experiments had been conducted, however, so they do not include the NMSLib transition matrix
computation.
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Method

k

Brute force
trans+dec
trans+dec
trans+dec
trans+dec
trans+dec
trans+dec

100
200
300
400
500
700

Acc (%)
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Time (s)

64.4

40.85

58.3
59.8
60.9
64.6
63.4
61.6

8.63
8.71
8.27
8.74
8.46
7.95

Table 3.1: Average phonetic accuracy and denoising time per file with sparse similarity matrix for
small dictionary (size 61k) task. In Brute-force computation we use no ANN approximation and
otherwise, we use ANN approximation for computing transition affinity matrix (trans) and decoding
(dec).

3.3.3

Denoising

After tuning ANN for both efficient decoding and transition matrix computation, we measure their
effect on the objective accuracy and denoising time of the system. We expect to achieve faster
denoising with comparable accuracy to brute force. The transition matrix is built with ANN using
k = 100.
Table 3.1 shows the average resynthesis time and accuracy for different choices of k. on average,
taken over 10 files, the processing time for 2 s of speech is 8.7 s. This is a 5× speedup compared to
brute force (40.8 s). The average accuracy of the resynthesized signals increases with k. At k = 400,
it is interesting to note that the accuracy is similar to that of the brute force approach. Hence we
can build fast concat systems with comparable accuracy for this small-vocabulary task. We would
expect this result to hold for a large vocabulary as well.

3.4

Large Vocabulary Experiments

In the second experiment, we use efficient decoding and approximate transition affinities to scale
the system to large vocabularies. We conduct experiments on a new large-vocabulary single-channel
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Table 3.2: Average phonetic accuracy and denoising time with sparse transition matrix for dictionary
size of 61k. Similarity matrix is computed with ANN (k=400).
Method

k

Brute Force
ANNOY
ANNOY
ANNOY
ANNOY

40
80
100
200

Non-zeros

Acc (%)

Time (s)

9,104k

64.4

8.74

2,432k
4,864k
6,080k
12,160k

56.7
60.2
63.4
63.6

2.54
6.92
8.29
8.66

noisy speech dataset. The dataset is created from existing speech and noise datasets but unlike other
speech enhancement datasets, ours uses a large amount of speech from a single speaker. We use
the audiobook narration speech from the 2013 Blizzard Challenge (King and Karaiskos, 2013).
This dataset consists of approximately 50 audiobooks read by a single narrator, approximately 300
hours of speech. The speech is compressed using the MP3 codec at bit rates between 64 kbps and
128 kbps including frequencies up to 22 kHz. Preliminary listening tests on files at each bit rate
showed that they all achieved high speech quality. Each audiobook is broken into a separate MP3
file per chapter, with each chapter being 10-15 minutes long. Though there is no accompanying
text for the books, many of them are available from Project Gutenberg. After obtaining the texts
from Project Gutenberg, we segmented them into chapters corresponding to the audio files in a
semi-manual way and used the Gentle forced alignment tool (Ochshorn and Hawkins, 2016) to
align the text with the recordings. The current experiments use the audiobook narration of Sense
and Sensibility by Jane Austin, which has 650 minutes of audiobook speech.
The noise comes from the CHiME-3 dataset (Barker et al., 2015), which consists of seven hours
of 6-channel recordings. The noises are recorded in four environments: bus, café, pedestrian area,
and street. We treat each of the six channels as a separate noise recording. For each audiobook
chapter, a random segment of random environmental noise is selected and mixed using a constant
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gain of 0.95. The average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the resulting noisy files is 3 dB, with a
maximum SNR of 9 dB and a minimum of -4 dB.
Sense and Sensibility has 50 chapters and we use 40 for training/dictionary building and the
other 10 for testing. Using 40 chapters (around 8 hours of speech) results in 2,306,996 clean chunks.
We select 1,000,000 matching clean-noisy pairs and 1,000,000 non-matching clean-noisy pairs,
making a total training set of 2,000,000 pairs. To select representative test utterances, we searched
for small to medium sentences or smaller parts of longer sentences from the test set that consists of
words occurring more than 40 times in the training set. We use 62 of these sentences to test, each of
which is 4–11 words long with a duration of 2–4 seconds.

3.4.1

Ranking Test

We compare the performance of the network directly by measuring its ranking performance on
clean dictionary elements when the correct element is present. This approach allows us to directly
quantify the performance of the system similar to the ranking test done with small vocabulary in the
last chapter.
We use the selected 62 test sentences and build a dictionary of 7962 chunks where for each
noisy speech chunk there is exactly one matching clean chunk. We then randomly select 500 noisy
chunks from the test sentences to evaluate. The exact matching clean chunk serves as our “ground
truth.” This approach is compared against a baseline of the Euclidean distance between the log mel
spectrum of clean and noisy chunks. We predict the similarity of all of the clean speech dictionary
elements for each noisy input and rank the clean chunks by their similarity. We measure the average
precision-at-1, i.e., the percentage of queries where the top-ranked dictionary element is the actual
matching clean element (higher better). We also measure the average rank (lower better) of the
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Table 3.3: Concat Resyn on Large Vocabulary: Ranking performance test on retrieval of 7962
dictionary chunks

Precision-at-1 (higher better)
Avg rank of correct chunk (lower better)

Euclidean

Concat

12.6%
2522

82.6%
10

correct dictionary chunk for each model. Table 3.3 shows the ranking performance results.
The euclidean baseline gives 12.6% precision-at-1 and the average rank of the correct chunk is
2522 out of 7962. The precision-at-1 for our system is 82.6% with an average rank of correct chunk
at 10.

3.4.2

Denoising using Increasing Dictionary Size

Next, we test the scalability of the system by increasing the dictionary size N to 746k and measuring
the objective accuracy and denoising time, shown in Table 3.4. The system is more scalable if the
denoising time is faster while objective accuracy is comparable. We select 8 noisy test sentences
at random for denoising. Test sentences consist of total 53 words and 44 unique words. To vary
the dictionary size, we build two types of dictionaries. In the first type, we select small audio
segments from the training set containing the words n times in the test set. We control the number
of occurrences (n) of each word and vary the number of total chunks in the dictionary N. We call
these dictionaries Wordhni. In the second type, we build a dictionary from a number of audiobook
chapters (m) directly and call these Chphmi. Although there is no guarantee that the Chphmi
dictionaries will have possible matching clean chunks for our test set, we can still measure the
performance of the system. For large N, we first use the transition approximation only, so we expect
to see higher denoising time, but also higher accuracy. Next, we apply both approximate transition
and approximate similarity to decrease the denoising time.
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Table 3.4: Effect of large vocabulary dictionary size (N) on per-frame phonetic accuracy (Acc) and
denoising time averaged over 8 files (Time). Using approximate transition (Trans) only and both
approx transition and similarity (Trans+Sim).

N

Dict

49k
178k
186k
277k
475k
746k

Word10
Chp4
Word25
Word40
Chp10
Chp15

Trans
Acc (%) Time (s)
45.9
48.9
52.9
50.3
50.9
51.0

11.0
79.3
53.3
103.7
403.8
837.6

Trans+Sim
Acc (%) Time (s)
42.8
48.5
53.0
53.1
49.7
50.7

7.8
15.5
16.1
39.1
36.6
75.0

For 8 speech files, each 2-4 s long, it is found that when only approximating the transition matrix,
the average denoising time per file is high (14 mins) for the largest dictionary. On the other hand,
by approximating the transition and similarity matrices, the processing time is reduced significantly
to 75.04 seconds with minimal loss of frame-wise accuracy (speedup = 837.6/75 ≈ 11). Hence,
we were able to scale the dictionary up to 746k with a denoising time of 75.04 s.

3.4.3

Listening Test

Finally, to evaluate the subjective quality and intelligibility of the complete system, we perform
listening tests. We resynthesize the clean speech from noisy test sentences using the Word25
dictionary and measure the subjective quality and intelligibility of the outputs compared with those
of two baseline models. One model predicts the ideal ratio mask from the log mel spectrum of noisy
speech as a classification task (Classification). The second one predicts the log mel spectrum of
clean speech from noisy speech (Regression). These two comparison models were trained using the
same data as our concatenative resynthesis system (Concat). In total there are five versions of the
test files, the original clean speech (Clean), the noisy mixture (Noisy), Concat, Classification, and
Regression. There are 8 files from each of these systems, making a total of 40 files. Five listeners
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participated in both intelligibility and quality tests.
The speech quality test compared these systems under a Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference
and Anchor (MUSHRA) paradigm with similar settings as those mentioned in the previous chapter.
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the speech quality test for each system, averaged across files and
listeners. All three quality measures are highest for both the clean speech reference and the hidden
clean speech. Speech quality is also very high for noisy speech. Of the enhancement systems,
Concat has better speech, noise suppression, and overall quality than Classification and Regression.
For the intelligibility test, participants listened to all 40 files in different random orders. Subjects
were given a copy of the possible vocabulary of 62 words and asked to transcribe the sentences as
best they could, noting that they did not necessarily have to adhere to the vocabulary. Figure 3.3
shows the results of the intelligibility test for each system averaged over all files and participants.
Speech intelligibility for both clean and noisy utterances is very high. Intelligibility is worst for
Concat and best for Classification. These results show that the large vocabulary Concat system
achieves better quality with slightly lower intelligibility than the baseline systems. They also show
that the system achieves comparable quality and intelligibility to earlier listening tests on small
vocabulary tasks (Mandel et al., 2014), but with better runtime performance.

3.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduce two approaches to increasing the efficiency of concatenative resynthesis
systems using approximate nearest neighbor methods. In a small vocabulary system, we show a
speedup of 40× in transition matrix computation time and 5× in denoising time. The system is
thus scalable to large dictionaries and we show that using a 12× larger dictionary, we can achieve a
speedup of 11× in resynthesis. With 8 files, each 2-4 s long, we have reduced the processing time
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Figure 3.3: Large vocabulary intelligibility test results showing the average percentage of 62 test
words correctly identified per system. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
considerably, from 14 minutes to 75 s per file. Finally, We perform listening tests to show that the
large dictionary system has similar output quality and intelligibility to the small dictionary system.
We observe that choosing a dictionary that contains correct chunks is critical for the intelligibility
of concat models, especially since the model was trained on exact pairs of chunks they do not
generalize well to other similar chunks. Hence, with the exact correct chunk not available in the
dictionary, the model sometimes says the wrong thing. We can improve concat systems by relaxing
the training criteria to include phonetic similar and/or prosodic similar clean-noisy pairs to make
the model generalize better to unseen chunks as shown by Syed et al. (2018). The other issue with
concat systems is the speaker dependency of the model. We need to build a separate model for each
speaker and hours of recorded clean speech are also required from that speaker to build this speech
enhancement model. In our next work, part II we propose another system that does not suffer from
these two issues, speaker dependency and large speech requirement for each speaker.
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Figure 3.4: Large vocabulary MUSHRA quality evaluation listening test results showing speech
quality, noise suppression quality and overall quality judgments for each system.

Part II
Parametric Resynthesis
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Chapter 4
Background: Vocoders
In part II, we propose a speech enhancement method that generates clean acoustic representations
from noisy speech and then uses a vocoder to synthesize “clean” speech from the acoustic representations. We call such a system parametric resynthesis (PR). The first part of the PR system removes
noise and predicts the clean acoustic representation and the second part, the vocoder, generates
clean speech from this representation. As we are using a vocoder to resynthesize the output speech,
the performance of the system is dependent on the vocoder synthesis quality. We begin with a
review of the current literature on vocoders in this chapter and provide some historical context on
these speech synthesizer models.
Human speech is one of the most complex audio instruments. The synthesis of speech has
been a research topic since the 1930s. Vocoders or voice encoder-decoders are systems that can
analyze (and/or modify) and synthesize speech signals. The first known vocoder, the channel
vocoder was proposed by Dudley (1939) at Bell Labs for low bandwidth voice communication.
The channel vocoder was also used for encrypted voice communication during World War II in
the SIGSALY system (sig, 2007). The speech of the channel vocoder is intelligible but not very
natural and suffers from robotic artifacts. Vocoders in recent years have been extensively used for
42
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speech and music generation (Shen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Mehri et al., 2017). In particular,
vocoders are used in statistical text to speech (TTS) synthesis systems, for synthesizing speech
from generated acoustic parameters (Wu et al., 2016). Advanced vocoders can be divided into two
groups, non-neural vocoders (Kawahara, 2006; Morise et al., 2016), which follow the source-filter
model of speech, and neural vocoders (van den Oord et al., 2016b; Oord et al., 2017; Prenger et al.,
2018), which can generate better quality speech.

4.1

Non-neural Vocoders

The channel vocoder was developed in 1939 by Homer Dudley at Bell labs. It was used in speech
transmission, hence it aimed to generate a compact representation of speech to make speech
transmission possible with less bandwidth. Dudley’s vocoder uses signal amplitude only. Later
the phase vocoder (Dolson, 1986) was proposed to use both amplitude and phase for analysis and
synthesis. More recent non-neural vocoders, STRAIGHT and WORLD (Kawahara, 2006; Morise
et al., 2016), produce better quality speech than the channel and phase vocoders.

4.1.1

The Channel Vocoder

The channel vocoder provides the basic design of all non-neural vocoders and over time some of
the parts of this vocoder have evolved into better synthesis quality vocoders. The channel vocoder
has two parts, an encoder, that extracts acoustic parameters and a decoder, that generates speech
from extracted acoustic parameters.
The block diagram of the channel vocoder (Dudley, 1939) is shown in Figure 4.1. The encoder
consists of ten analog bandpass filters with varying bandwidths, centering at frequencies ranging
from 250 − 3000 Hz. Rectified signals then pass through lowpass filters (with cutoffs at 25 Hz) to
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Figure 4.1: Channel Vocoder: Block Diagram (Smith, 2011)
estimate the amplitude envelope of the speech signal. In parallel, the fundamental frequency F0
and voicing decision are also computed from the original speech signal. For unvoiced speech, the
fundamental frequency is set to zero. The F0 computation part is shown in Figure 4.2.
The combination of speech parameters (envelope and F0) are then transmitted and the voice
is synthesized at the receiver side with a decoder. The decoder follows the source-filter model of
speech synthesis. Two sources, a “buzz-source” and a “hiss-source” are used based on the voiced or
unvoiced decision, respectively. The “buzz source” was implemented with a relaxation oscillator
and the “hiss source” was implemented with noise from a register. The F0 information is passed to
the “buzz-source” to generate a pitch similar to the original speech. The vocal tract is modeled by
ten band resonator filters. The outputs of the filters are summed (by using overlap-add) to generate
the synthesized speech signal. The source-filter model, where two types of sources (buzz and hiss
for channel vocoder) are used for voiced and unvoiced speech, is a very common design for vocoder
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Figure 4.2: Channel Vocoder: Schematic Circuit Diagram (Dudley, 1940)
synthesis. In later vocoders (Makhoul, 1975), instead of a buzz source, an impulse train is used and
instead of a hiss source white noise is used.

4.1.2

Phase Vocoder

The phase vocoder (Flanagan and Golden, 1966) represents the speech signal using both phase and
magnitude and is implemented using the short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). It has a similar
design to the channel vocoder, but each bandpass filter computes both amplitude and phase. In the
original work, thirty bandpass filters were used with center frequencies varying from 50 Hz to 3050
Hz.
As shown in Figure 4.3, the phase vocoder consists of several bandpass filters, each estimating a
time-varying amplitude and a time-varying instantaneous frequency (Figure 4.4). For each bandpass
filter, magnitude and phase are extracted from the input signal. The synthesis side uses a filterbank
of sine wave oscillators, whose input is the extracted amplitude and frequency from the encoder
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Figure 4.3: Phase Vocoder: Block Diagram (Dolson, 1986)

Figure 4.4: Phase Vocoder: Individual Bandpass Filer Block Diagram (Dolson, 1986)
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bandpass filters. The sum of the sine wave oscillators generates the final output speech.
The phase vocoder permits the encoded representation to be time-scale modified and frequencyscale modified. Some of the most used transformations are pitch transposition, time scaling,
time-varying filtering, non-linear filtering. For time-scale modification, the magnitude spectrum of
the speech signal might be modified. With the modified magnitude spectrum, the phase vocoder
cannot generate a natural or clear sound. A better reconstruction algorithm was proposed using the
modified magnitude spectrum by Griffin and Lim (1984).

Griffin-Lim Algorithm:

For a speech signal x(t) and its STFT Xw (ω, τ), let the Yw (ω, τ) be the

modified STFT. Now, Yw (ω, τ) may not be a valid STFT, i.e. there is no signal whose STFT is
Yw (ω, τ). With such a modified magnitude spectrum of speech, the inverse Fourier transform does
not provide a good resynthesis of the original signal. Griffin and Lim (1984) proposed an iterative
algorithm to estimate the signal y(t) whose STFT is closest to Yw (ω, τ), even though Yw (ω, τ) may
not be valid STFT.
The Griffin-Lim algorithm iteratively estimates the signal x̂i (t) that minimizes the squared error
DM between the STFT of the estimated signal X̂wi (ω, τ) and the modified STFT Yw (ω, τ), where i
denotes the current iteration. Given Yw (ω, τ), the algorithm initializes the speech signal to be white
Gaussian noise. At each iteration i, a new signal x̂i (t) is estimated by minimizing the squared error
between the modified STFT and the signal STFT. The algorithm converges to a set consisting of
critical points of the measure DM as a function of x(t).

4.1.3

STRAIGHT

Speech coding vocoders (like the channel or phase vocoder) are focused on the compression of
speech parameters for intelligible lower bandwidth transmission, typically sacrificing quality of the
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Griffin Lim Algorithm
Data: Modified STFT Yw (τ, ω)
Result: Estimated signal x̂(t) after iteration I
initialize x̂0 (t) as White Gaussian noise;
while i < I do
Compute STFT of x̂i (t) as X̂ωi (ω, τ) ;
X̂ i (ω,τ)

X̂ωi (ω, τ) = |Yωi (ω, τ)| |X̂ωi (ω,τ)| ;
ω

Compute x̂i+1 (t) by minimizing DM defined as;
1 Rπ
i
i
2
DM [x(n),Yωi (ω, τ)] = ∑∞
τ=−∞ 2π ω=−π [|X̂ω (ω, τ)| − |Yω (ω, τ)|] dω;

synthesized signal. In contrast, in recent years vocoders have been able to generate higher quality
speech (Kawahara, 2006; Morise et al., 2016; Agiomyrgiannakis, 2015). These vocoders are used
in the statistical TTS system to synthesize speech from acoustic parameters. Among non-neural
vocoders, two vocoders are used most, STRAIGHT and WORLD (Kawahara, 2006; Morise et al.,
2016).
The name STRAIGHT vocoder (Kawahara et al., 1999c; Kawahara, 1997) is short for Speech
Transformation and Representation using Adaptive Interpolation of weiGHTed spectrum. The
original analysis and synthesis algorithms were incrementally updated by Kawahara et al. (1999b,a,
2005); Kawahara (2006).
STRAIGHT follows the source-filter model, i.e., the speech encoder generates source and filter
parameters, and those parameters are used to synthesize the final speech with the decoder. As source
parameters, the F0 and aperiodic information are used and as filter parameters, the spectral envelope
is used. Figure 4.5 shows a block diagram of the STRAIGHT vocoder. The STRAIGHT analysis
starts with F0 extraction, which is then used for spectral and non-periodic analysis. Aperiodic
information helps reduce the “buzziness” of vocoded speech.
There are some important modifications from the channel vocoder to be noted in the STRAIGHT
algorithm. First, for synthesis, instead of using an impulse train and white noise, it uses a mixed
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Figure 4.5: STRAIGHT: Block Diagram (Kawahara, 2006)
excitation model, which has been shown to generate better quality speech (Yoshimura et al., 2001).
A specially mixed excitation model reduces the buzziness of vocoder synthesized speech and rates
higher in naturalness.
Second, STRAIGHT extends the analysis of the spectral envelope to remove periodicity effects
of F0. This is useful for using the same spectral envelope for other F0 or voices. Spectral envelope
estimation from natural speech suffers if there exists a periodic interference due to F0 in the
time or frequency domains. Due to errors in F0 estimation, there can be certain distortions as
well. STRAIGHT proposes multiple analysis window functions to reduce these distortions and
extract a temporally smoother envelope. A set of window functions are used to reduce temporal
distortion. An isometric Gaussian window convolved with pitch adaptive Bartlett window is used.
A complimentary window wc (t) of the window w(t) defined as, wc (t) = w(t) sin πt
T0 , where T0 , the
period of the fundamental frequency, is used to remove further temporal periodicity due to phase
inference. Second, inverse filtering in a spline space is used to reduce frequency domain periodicity.
Examples of these smoothing effects are shown in Figure 4.6.
The three speech parameters are used to synthesize speech. The spectral envelope is fed into the
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Figure 4.6: STRAIGHT surface reconstruction example: estimated spectra of Japanese vowel a,
all figures have x-axis as frequency in Hz and y-axis as time in ms, the z-axis is the relative signal
level in dB. Spectra have periodicity inferences in both time and frequency domain. Top panel:
spectrogram using isometric Gaussian window, center: spectrogram with reduced temporal variation
with complementary set of windows, and bottom: smoothed and final spectrogram (Kawahara,
2006).
synthesis filter, the F0 is fed into a pulse train generator, and the periodicity is fed into the aperiodic
component generator. White noise is selected as the source for non-voiced sections. All of these go
to shaper and mixer components, which feed information into a filter as well. Finally, the output is
generated from the filter.
STRAIGHT is used in statistical speech synthesis and voice conversion problems extensively.
This software is not open-source. The synthesized voice, though much better quality than the
channel and phase vocoders, still has some vocoder-like artifacts. One of the main sources of
artifacts is errors in predicting F0, the voicing decision, or aperiodicity (Kawahara et al., 2005).

4.1.4

WORLD

MORISE et al. (2016) proposed the WORLD vocoder in 2016. WORLD is a similar vocoder system
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Figure 4.7: WORLD: Block Diagram (MORISE et al., 2016)
to STRAIGHT that can produce high quality speech. Unlike STRAIGHT, WORLD is licensed as
free software. WORLD also synthesizes speech using three parameters: fundamental frequency,
spectral envelope, and an aperiodic component. The WORLD encoder consists of algorithms to
extract each of the three speech parameters.
The first algorithm is used for F0 contour estimation. Although there are multiple algorithms
available for estimating F0 like YIN (de Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002) and SWIPE (Camacho
and Harris, 2008), WORLD uses the DIO algorithm (Morise et al., 2010). DIO estimates F0 much
more quickly than the others and is able to provide similar reliability. DIO consists of three steps.
In the first step, the signal is passed through low-pass filters with different cut-off frequencies. In
the second step, different F0 candidates are selected from each filtered signal. Their reliability is
calculated based on the standard deviation from the different intervals of a sine wave. Since a sine
wave has the same length for positive zero crossing, negative zero crossing, peak, and dip intervals,
their standard deviation can be calculated and averaged as an F0 candidate. In the third and last step,
the candidate with the highest reliability is selected. Similar to STRAIGHT, WORLD also uses F0
for estimating the other two parameters, and WORLD analysis and synthesis are very sensitive to
the estimation of F0.
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The second parameter, spectral envelope, is estimated with the cheaptrick algorithm (Morise,
2015). Cheaptrick uses pitch synchronous analysis with a Hanning window of length 3T0 , where T0
is the period corresponding to F0. It is calculated on a windowed signal and the overall power is
temporally stabilized using,
Z 3T0

(x(t) w(t))2 dt = 1.125

Z T0

0

x2 dt

(4.1)

0

where x(t) is speech waveform and w(t) is window function. To smooth more, a rectangular window
of width 2w0 /3 followed by smoothing liftering is applied.
The aperiodic parameter is extracted using the PLATINUM algorithm (Morise, 2012). Aperiodicity is extracted from the waveform, F0, and spectral envelope. The excitation signal is estimated
from the aperiodicity.
In STRAIGHT, vocal chord vibration is calculated independently from the periodic and aperiodic
responses. WORLD has fewer computations. It calculates vocal chord vibration based on minimum
phase response and excitation signal. F0 information is used to determine the temporal positions of
each vocal chord vibration. Since WORLD is freely available there have been many uses of this
vocoder with different speech synthesis systems (Taigman et al., 2017; Ping et al., 2017).
In the next section neural vocoders are discussed where a higher synthesis quality can be
achieved, but these models are data dependent and require huge amounts of data and training time.
In comparison, the non-neural vocoders described in this section are fixed, speaker independent,
computationally efficient, and can be used as black boxes.
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Figure 4.8: STRAIGHT and WORLD synthesis (MORISE et al., 2016)

4.2

Neural Vocoders

Neural vocoders are generative neural networks that can generate speech samples directly. In
Figure 4.9, the difference in design between a conventional vocoder and a neural vocoder is shown.
Though these models are called vocoders, they are really only the decoder part of a vocoder, where
speech is generated from acoustic parameters. WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016b) is the first
neural vocoder to be proposed and it shows significant improvement over non-neural vocoders in
synthesis quality. SampleRNN (Mehri et al., 2017) is another neural vocoder that was proposed
around the same time. Multiple other vocoders were proposed to improve synthesis speed of
WaveNet while maintaining the high-synthesis quality. For example, WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner
et al., 2018) uses two layer recurrent network with sparse weight matrix, which can achieve higher
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Figure 4.9: Conventional and Neural Vocoder (Ai et al., 2018)
synthesis speed. Parallel WaveNet (Oord et al., 2017) employs a student-teacher network, where
the teacher network is original WaveNet and student network learn the distribution of the teacher
network with faster synthesis speed. WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018) trains a flow based network
to synthesize speech with a non-autoregressive model and hence achieves fastest synthesis speed.

4.2.1

WaveNet

WaveNet is raw audio waveform generation model based on the image generation model PixelCNN (Oord et al., 2016). It is also the first proposed neural vocoder that can generate high-quality
speech samples. WaveNet is a generative model for raw speech waveform samples (van den Oord
et al., 2016a). It is one of the most frequently used neural vocoders. It generates audio that sounds
very natural (high MOS-naturalness), with naturalness close to that of the ground truth speech. In
the original paper, a TTS system with WaveNet outperformed all non-neural TTS and concatenative
TTS systems on naturalness MOS.
The WaveNet model is autoregressive, i.e., generating the speech sample at time t depends on
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Figure 4.10: WaveNet: Dilated Convolution (van den Oord et al., 2016a)
all previous samples before t. For audio sample xt at time t, the joint probability of audio samples
X = {x1 , . . . xT } is decomposed using the chain rule of probability. Each audio sample is conditioned
on all previous samples. The joint probability can be written as
T

p(X) = ∏ p(xi |x1 , . . . xi−1 ).

(4.2)

i=1

WaveNet uses dilated convolution layers to model longer time dependency of audio samples
(Figure 4.10), where at each step the dilation is increased exponentially between subsequent layers
and then the dilation pattern repeats starting from 1. This allows the network to have a large
receptive field with fewer layers. Having fewer layers reduces the computational cost, as shown in
Figure 4.10. With 4 layers, the receptive field is 16 compared to without dilation where 15 layers
are needed for the same receptive field. In the original paper, the dilation increases up to 512 (up to
layer 10) and repeats 3 times.
The audio samples are quantized with µ-law quantization with 256 possible values as

f (xt ) = sign(xt )

ln(1 + µ|xt |)
ln(1 + µ)

(4.3)

where −1 < xt < 1 and µ = 255. Thus the output of the model is a softmax layer predicting a
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Figure 4.11: WaveNet: Block Diagram (van den Oord et al., 2016a)
probability over the 256 possible quantization values. This non-linear quantization works better
than a simple linear quantization and makes the system tractable. In a later paper (Oord et al., 2017),
the authors increase the number of quantization levels to 65536 by modeling the output as a mixture
of logistic components (Shen et al., 2017; Oord et al., 2017) for better audio quality.
The WaveNet model consists of gated activation units with tanh and sigmoid. For layer k, the
output z from input x is calculated as

z = tanh(W f ,k ∗ x) · σ (Wg,k ∗ x)

(4.4)

where ∗ is convolution, · is element-wise multiplication, and W are the learned convolutional
filters. This same gated nonlinearity is also used in WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018), which will
be discussed in section 4.2.5. Residual and parameterized skip connections are used throughout
the network to speed up convergence and train deeper models. In Figure 4.11, one such residual
block is shown. These blocks are stacked multiple times. Skip connections are added and passed
through a 1 × 1 convolutional layer with RELU activation and then passed to a softmax layer for
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output probability prediction.
The input to the WaveNet model is a causal convolution over input audio samples, i.e., for
modeling the output sample x̂t , the model only sees the previous real audio samples x1 , x2 , . . . xt−1
at training time. This is also known as teacher forcing (Williams and Zipser, 1989). At test time, for
output sample x̂t , all previously generated samples, x̂1 , x̂2 , . . . x̂t−1 are used. Since teacher-forcing
is used, WaveNet can be trained in a distributed manner, but at test time, generation must proceed
sample by sample and hence is slow. The version of WaveNet in which a sample is generated based
on previous time-step samples only, i.e., unconditional WaveNet, generates babbling speech. To
generate intelligible speech, WaveNet must be conditioned on acoustic or linguistic features.

Conditional WaveNet: WaveNet can be conditioned on additional input h as
T

p(X|h) = ∏ p(xt |x1 , . . . xt−1 , h).

(4.5)

t=1

Conditional input can be speaker identity for a multiple speaker model (van den Oord et al., 2016b),
linguistic information (van den Oord et al., 2016b), or other acoustic parameters (Tamamori et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2017; Arik et al., 2017). There are two ways to condition the model. The first
is global conditioning, where a single latent representation h influences the output distribution
across all timesteps. For example, a speaker embedding would be one such conditioning. This is
implemented as
T
z = tanh(W f ,k ∗ x +V fT,k h) · σ (Wg,k ∗ x +Vg,k
h)

(4.6)

where V is a learnable linear projection and V T is broadcast over the time dimension.
The second type of conditioning is local conditioning, where conditioning features are upsampled
with a learned mapping y = f (h) to match the sampling frequency of the audio samples. Then y can
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be computed as
z = tanh(W f ,k ∗ x +V f ,k ∗ y) · σ (Wg,k ∗ x +Vg,k ∗ y)

(4.7)

where V is a 1 × 1 convolution over y. WaveNet is conditioned on linguistic features or acoustic
features in this way. Note that conditioning features are used for conditioning at each stack. The
learned upsampling mapping f can be a single-layer convolutional network or a multiple-layer
convolutional network.
Conditional WaveNet can generate intelligible speech by guiding what to generate. In the
original proposed WaveNet, a linguistic specification and pitch were used as conditioning features.
Given an utterance and a transcript of the speech, a linguistic specification can be generated. The
conditional WaveNet model was trained with 24 hours of English speech and 34 hours of Mandarin
Chinese speech (van den Oord et al., 2016b). With both language tasks, the model generated high
quality speech. For North American English Google internal dataset with 24.6 hours of speech,
the MOS was 4.21 and for Mandarin Google’s internal dataset of 34.8 hours, the MOS was 4.05.
Natural speech with µ-law encoding has a MOS-naturalness of 4.46 in North American English
and 4.25 in Mandarin. This is much higher quality than traditional vocoder systems (MOS 3.67 in
English and 3.79 in Mandarin).

Conditioning on vocoder parameters: WaveNet, when conditioned on STFT or mel-spectrogram
generates very high quality speech (Shen et al., 2017; Ping et al., 2017). When conditioning on
vocoder acoustic parameters (pitch, spectral envelope, and aperiodic) (Tamamori et al., 2017) with
single speaker data, WaveNet generates lower naturalness speech than conditioned on STFT.
WaveNet model is faster to train but slow in synthesis speed which is undesirable.
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SampleRNN

Concurrently to the first WaveNet paper, another neural vocoder SampleRNN was proposed as
an unconditional vocoder. SampleRNN (Mehri et al., 2017) uses layers of multiple RNNs that
operate on different sampling rates to model the long dependencies of audio samples. SampleRNN
is an autoregressive model and it models the probability of a sequence of waveform samples
X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . xT } as the product of generating each sample conditioning on all the previous
samples
T

p(X) = ∏ p(xi | x1 , x2 , . . . xi−1 ).
i=1

SampleRNN has different tiers of RNN modules. Each tier operates at a different temporal
resolution and hence can model varying temporal dependencies. The last (lowest) tier generates
audio samples and the first-tier (highest) takes audio frames as input, with higher tiers having lower
temporal resolution than lower. All tiers except the first one take as input a linear combination
of the original input and the previous tier outputs. The last tier in practice can be an MLP for
faster training. Since each tier operates on a different temporal resolution, the outputs of tier k are
upsampled for conditioning tier k + 1 with a linear projection.
Let inptk be input to the tier k at timestep t, ftk is the framed input audio and ctk is the output of
tier k. Then SampleRNN can be defined as,

inptk =




Wxk ftk + ctk+1 ;

1<k<K



 ftK ;

k=K

where there are K such tiers.
One such example with three tiers and upsample factor four is given in Figure 4.12. For the
first tier (k = 1), the input is the frames ( f ) of audio. The output c1 is then upsampled and used as
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Figure 4.12: SampleRNN: Block Diagram (Mehri et al., 2017)
the conditioning factor for tier 2. Tier 2 takes as input a linear combination of the output of the
previous tier and the input frames of audio. Tier 3, the last tier, is an MLP and generates a q-way
softmax. In the original paper, q = 256. The waveform is quantized into discrete values similar
to how it is in WaveNet, and the quantized values are used as a categorical output. SampleRNN
performs generation in an autoregressive manner, so audio samples are generated one by one. In
later works (Sotelo et al., 2017; Ai et al., 2018), sampleRNN was conditioned on acoustic features
of vocoders generated from WORLD (MORISE et al., 2016). In a conditional sampleRNN, the
acoustic features for each frame are appended with the input frames. So each timestep output is
dependent on previous samples and previous frame acoustic features.
The synthesis time for WaveNet for one second of speech is around 100s and for SampleRNN
is around 90s on a single Tesla T40 GPU. Though SampleRNN has slightly faster at synthesis
time, both WaveNet and SampleRNN are much slower than real-time synthesis. This is because of
the autoregressive nature of the models, which does not allow generation in parallel. For efficient
real-time audio synthesis, new vocoders have been proposed based on these, like Parallel WaveNet
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(Oord et al., 2017), WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018), and WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018).

4.2.3

Parallel WaveNet

The autoregressive WaveNet model can be trained in parallel, but synthesis must be sequential.
Parallel WaveNet (Oord et al., 2017), a student-teacher network model is designed to overcome the
sequential synthesis limitation. The teacher model is a traditional slower-synthesis WaveNet, but
the student model follows the inverse autoregressive (IAF) flow model (Kingma et al., 2016). The
IAF model training part is sequential and slow, but synthesis can be done quickly in parallel.

Inverse Autoregressive Flow: IAF (Kingma et al., 2016) is a flow-based (Dinh et al., 2014)
model that follows inverse autoregressive transformations. IAF maps the datapoint x to a latent
variable z, which has a simple tractable distribution like a Gaussian. The flow from x to z consists
of an initial encoder followed by a chain of invertible transformations. The initial network outputs
h, µ0 , σ0 , where h is used in all subsequent layers as an extra input and µ0 , σ0 are used to initialize
latent variables with random samples ε ∼ N(0, I) as,

z0 = µ0 + σ0

and

ε

(4.8)

is element wise multiplication. The flow of computation for multiple steps of latent variables

is formed as,
zt = µt + σt

zt−1

(4.9)
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Figure 4.13: Inverse Autoregressive Flow (Kingma et al., 2016)
with µt , σt generated from an autoregressive network w.r.t zt−1 as,

[mt , st ] ← AutoregressiveNN[t](zt−1 , h)

(4.10)

σt = sigmoid(st )
µt = (1 − σt )

mt

zt = µt + σt

zt−1

The IAF allows much faster sampling, as observable samples are generated in parallel. For the
autoregressive NN, a model similar to WaveNet is used.
The teacher network is trained first and the student network, an IAF model, distills information
from the teacher by minimizing the KL divergence between the two networks defined as,

DKL (PS ||PT ) = H(PS , PT ) − H(PS )

where DKL (PS ||PT ) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and H is the entropy. H(PS , PT ) is the crossentropy between the student and teacher, and H(PS ) is the entropy of the student distribution. When
this loss is zero, the student has learned the complete teacher distribution. Some other additional
loss functions are required for better quality audio.
The student network can generate audio in parallel, so synthesis is faster. Compared to the
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original WaveNet this synthesizes 1000× faster and the audio quality is the same as WaveNet (MOS
4.41 when trained on the same dataset of North American English) (Oord et al., 2017).

4.2.4

WaveRNN

Another model that can synthesize audio efficiently is WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018).
WaveRNN uses a single-layer sparse RNN with a special “dual-softmax” layer. WaveRNN follows
a subscale generation scheme that can generate samples in batches, hence the synthesis speed is
faster. Though similar to the parallel WaveNet student model, training is slow in WaveRNN because
it does not use teacher-forcing.
Higher bit-depth speech samples are desirable for better quality, but generating higher-bit
samples can be computationally costly. For example, µ−law encoded WaveNet predicts 8−bit
speech samples. WaveRNN predicts 16−bit speech samples by predicting two 8−bit speech
samples. The 16 bit audio is separated into two parts, the most significant 8 bits (or coarse bits c)
and the least significant 8 bits (or fine bits f ). Predicting two 8−bit values is computationally less
expensive than predicting 16 bits together. WaveRNN uses Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) as the
basic cell for its RNN. The GRU operations of WaveRNN can be formulated as,

x̂t = [ct−1 , ft−1 , ct ]

(4.11)

ut = σ (Ru ht−1 + Iu∗ x̂t )
rt = σ (Rr ht−1 + Ir∗ xt )
et = tanh(rt ◦ (Re ht−1 + Ie∗ x̂t )
ht = ut ◦ ht−1 + (1 − ut ) ◦ et

where σ is the sigmoid tanh nonlinearity, and ∗ denotes masked matrix multiplication, which is
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Figure 4.14: WaveRNN: Dual-Softmax Layer (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018).
used to enforce sparsity and is discussed later. The state of the RNN at time step t, ht , is then split
into two parts: coarse and fine. Each part is processed to produce an output probability

yc , y f = split(ht )

(4.12)

P(ct ) = softmax(O2 relu(O1 yc ))
P( ft ) = softmax(O4 relu(O3 y f )).

This makes the “dual-softmax” output layer (Figure 4.14).
The WaveRNN model also reduces the number of operations by making the weight matrix
sparse. A binary mask is used to maintain the sparsity of the network. Initially, the weight matrices
are dense, so the sparsity factor is 0. During training, the binary mask enforces the sparsity pattern.
Say the target sparsity percentage to reach is Z, then a variable z is gradually increased from 0 to Z.
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The value of z at time step t can be defined as,

 !
t − t0 3
z = Z 1− 1−
S

(4.13)

where pruning begins at step t0 and S is the total number of pruning steps. In the original paper,
t0 = 1000, S = 200k and the total number of training steps is 500k. Starting at t0 steps, every 500
step the weights are sorted by magnitude, and the k smallest weights are set to 0. The amount of
sparsity k is calculated as z percentage of the total weights, where z is defined in Equation (4.2.4)
for timestep t. Such sparsity enforcement does not slow the training and reduces the cost of the
operations. It is also interesting to note that, with a sparsity level of 96%, the WaveRNN model
can generate similar quality audio to WaveNet. With the sparsity constraint and additional GPU
optimization, WaveRNN can synthesize audio 4× faster than real-time. The MOS-naturalness of
the best setup is 4.39. The fastest WaveRNN, that uses subscale batched generation achieves 8×
faster than real-time synthesis speed.

4.2.5

WaveGlow

WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018) is a Flow-based (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) generative model,
that can generate audio samples from a mel spectrogram. Unlike all previous neural vocoders, the
WaveGlow model is not autoregressive.

Generative Flow Model: A generative flow model learns an invertible mapping between data
distribution and latent variable distribution, where the latent variable has some known distribution
like a standard normal distribution. In the Figure 4.15, an example of such mapping is shown with a
2-d dataset. The function f maps data point x to latent variable z and the inverse function f −1 maps
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Figure 4.15: WaveGlow: Mapping Input x to Gaussian Latent z. (Dinh et al., 2016).
latent variable z to data point x.
Given a dataset x, the generative process is defined based on a latent variable z, with probability
density pθ (z) = N(z | 0, I). The generative process learns a function gθ mapping x to z, where gθ is
invertible.

z ∼ pθ (z)

(4.14)

x = gθ (z)
z = fθ (x) = g−1
θ (x).

The function f consists of a sequence of transformations: f = f1 ◦ f2 ◦ . . . ◦ fK . These sequences of
invertible transformations are called flows

f1

f2

fK

x ←→ h1 ←→ h2 . . . ←→ z.

In normalizing flows, the model consists of two transformations, an invertible 1 × 1 convolution
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followed by an affine coupling transformation.

1 × 1 convolution: W : [c × c]

∀i, j yi, j = W xi, j

Inverse function:

∀i, j xi, j = W −1 yi, j .

(4.15)

The 1 × 1 convolution layer allows for permutations of different channels. In the affine coupling
layer, the input is split into two halves, then one half is used to predict the weights that are
used for multiplication and addition of the other half. The weights are determined through some
transformation (W N). The output is then concatenated with the other half of the input.

xa , xb = split(x)
(log s,t) = W N(xa )
s = exp(log s)
yb = s

xb + t

y = concat(xa , yb )

The affine coupling layer is invertible and does not depend on the choice of W N. The inverse
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Figure 4.16: WaveGlow: Block Diagram (Prenger et al., 2018)
function can be written as,

ya , yb = split(y)
log s,t = NN(Ya )
s = exp(log s)
xb =

(yb − t)
s

xa = ya
x = concat(xa , xb )

In WaveGlow, groups of 8 audio samples are taken as input, passed through some steps of flow.
After every 4 coupling layers, 2 of the channels are taken and concatenated with the final output after
passing through all layers. The transformation W N is inspired by WaveNet (van den Oord et al.,
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Table 4.1: Neural Vocoders: Summary

Vocoder

Year Network
Model

SampleRNN
WaveNet

2016 RNN
2016 CNN

Nonlinearity AutoRegressive? Synthesis MOSTime (com- naturalness
pared
to
real time)

GRU
Gated
activation
(tanh, σ )
WaveRNN
2018 RNN
GRU
Parallel WaveNet 2017 CNN/Flow Gated
based
activation
(tanh, σ )
WaveGlow
2018 CNN/Flow Gated
based
activation
(tanh, σ )

Yes
Yes

90× slower
50× slower 4.21
(4.47)

Yes
No

4× faster
20× faster

4.39
4.41

No

25× faster

3.96

2016a), i.e., dilated convolutions with gated tanh activation with residual and skip connections.
For inference, latent variables z can be sampled in parallel from the Gaussian distribution with 0
mean and fixed σ and then run through the network (the inverse path) to synthesize audio samples
in parallel. WaveGlow, trained on single speaker LJspeech data (Ito, 2017), has been found to
generate similar quality audio to WaveNet but in much less time (Prenger et al., 2018). The model
can generate audio on an NVIDIA V100 GPU at more than 500 KHz sampling rate, whereas the
WaveNet synthesis speed is 0.11 KHz.
The main advantage of neural vocoders is that they can generate very high quality speech,
however, they lack the controllability of traditional vocoders like STRAIGHT. The amount of data
and time required to train such a neural vocoder is also very high. To summarize, the non-neural
vocoders STRAIGHT and WORLD can generate high quality speech (3.5 < MOS-naturalness < 4).
These traditional vocoders allow the control and modification of the synthesized speech. They are
also speaker-independent models and hence need no training data and can be used directly.
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With neural vocoders, synthesized speech sounds more natural (MOS-naturalness > 4), but
they need a lot of training data and training time. Most of the neural vocoder models (like the
original WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016a), sampleRNN (Mehri et al., 2017)) are autoregressive
models. They generate audio sample by sample, which makes the synthesis process slow. A special
type of models is required to synthesize speech samples in parallel while maintaining high quality.
For example, Parallel WaveNet (Oord et al., 2017) uses inverse autoregressive flow models with
a specialized loss function and WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018) uses Flow-based models with a
WaveNet as the base non-linearity function.
In the next chapter, we build a speech enhancement system that predicts clean acoustic features
from noisy speech and then uses predicted features with a vocoder to generate enhanced speech.
Generally, these vocoders are trained as speaker dependent models, hence we will start with a
single-speaker speech enhancement model with a non-neural vocoder. In chapter 6, we use high
synthesis quality of neural-vocoders in a single speaker speech enhancement model. After that,
in chapter 7, we will test the speaker dependency of these vocoders and their effect on speech
enhancement.

Chapter 5
Parametric Resynthesis: Comparison with
TTS
In this chapter We propose the use of clean speech vocoder parameters as the target for a neural
network performing speech enhancement. These parameters have been designed for text-to-speech
synthesis so that they both produce high-quality resyntheses and also are straightforward to model
with neural networks, but not utilized in speech enhancement until now.

5.1

Introduction

There are statistical text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems that can produce high-quality speech
from textual inputs (e.g., (Wu et al., 2016)) with an acoustic model and vocoder. TTS trains
an acoustic model to map text to the time-varying acoustic parameters of a vocoder, which then
generates the speech. The most difficult part of this task, however, is predicting realistic prosody
(timing information and pitch and loudness contours) from the pure text.
We propose combining speech enhancement and speech synthesis to capitalize on the strengths of
each by predicting the acoustic parameters of clean speech from a noisy observation and then using
71
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a vocoder to synthesize the speech. We show that this combined system can produce high-quality
and noise-free speech utilizing the true prosody observed in the noisy mixture. We demonstrate
that the noisy speech signal has more information about the clean speech than its transcript does.
Specifically, it is easier to predict realistic prosody from noisy speech than from text. Thus, we train
a neural network to learn the mapping from noisy speech features to the acoustic parameters of the
corresponding clean speech. From the predicted acoustic features, we generate enhanced speech
using a speech synthesis vocoder. Since we are creating a clean resynthesis of the noisy signal,
the output speech quality will be higher than standard speech denoising systems and completely
noise-free. We refer to the proposed model as parametric resynthesis.
In previous chapter we discuss various neural vocoders both neural and non-neural. In this
chapter, we build a parametric resynthesis system with a non-neural WORLD vocoder. WORLD
vocoder is speaker independent and can be used as a black box to synthesize speech. We show
that parametric resynthesis with WORLD (PR-WORLD) outperforms statistical TTS in terms of
traditional speech synthesis objective metrics. Next, we subjectively evaluate the intelligibility and
quality of the resynthesized speech of PR-WORLD and compare it with a mask predicted by a DNNbased system (Wang et al., 2014b) and the oracle Wiener mask (Erdogan et al., 2015). We show
that the resynthesized speech of PR-WORLD is noise-free and has overall quality and intelligibility
equivalent to the oracle Wiener mask and exceeding that of the DNN-predicted mask. We also show
that a single parametric resynthesis prediction model can be used for multiple speakers.

5.2

System Overview

Parametric resynthesis consists of two stages: prediction and synthesis as shown in Figure 5.1.
The first stage is to train a prediction model with noisy audio features as input and clean acoustic
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Figure 5.1: Parametric Resynthesis with WORLD Vocoder.
features as output labels. The second stage is to resynthesize audio using the vocoder from the
predicted acoustic features.
WORLD vocoder (Morise et al., 2016) is used to transform between acoustic parameters and
clean speech waveform. This vocoder allows both the encoding of speech audio into acoustic
parameters and the decoding of acoustic parameters back into audio with very little loss of speech
quality. The acoustic parameters are much easier to predict using neural network prediction models
than raw audio. WORLD vocoder is described in more details on section 4.1.4. We use the encoding
of clean speech to generate our training targets and the decoding of predictions to generate output
audio. The WORLD vocoder is incorporated into the Merlin neural network-based speech synthesis
system (Wu et al., 2016), and we utilize Merlin’s training targets and losses for our models.
The prediction model is a neural network that takes as input the log mel spectra of the noisy
audio and predicts clean speech acoustic features at a fixed frame rate. The WORLD encoder
outputs four acoustic parameters: i) spectral envelope, ii) log fundamental frequency (F0), iii) a
voiced/unvoiced decision and iv) aperiodic energy of the spectral envelope. All the features are
concatenated with their first and second derivatives and used as the targets of the prediction model.
There are 60 features for the spectral envelope, 5 for band aperiodicity, 1 for F0, and a boolean
flag for the voiced/unvoiced decision. The prediction model is then trained to minimize the mean
squared error loss between prediction and ground truth. This architecture is similar to the acoustic
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modeling of statistical TTS, which is used to compare with PR-WORLD for synthesis quality. We
first use a feed-forward DNN as the core of the prediction model, then we use LSTMs (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) for better incorporation of context. For the feed-forward DNN, we include
an explicit context of ±4 neighboring frames.

5.3
5.3.1

Experiments
Dataset

The noisy dataset is generated by adding environmental noise to the CMU arctic speech dataset (Kominek
and Black, 2004). The arctic dataset contains the same 1132 sentences spoken by four different
speakers. The speech is recorded in a studio environment. The sentences are taken from different
texts from Project Gutenberg and are phonetically balanced. We add environmental noise from
the CHiME-3 challenge dataset (Barker et al., 2015). The noise was recorded in four different
environments: street, pedestrian walkway, cafe, and bus interior. Six channels are available for each
noisy file, we treat each channel as a separate noise recording. We mix clean speech with a randomly
chosen noise file starting from a random offset with a constant gain of 0.95. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the noisy files ranges from −6 dB to 21 dB, with the average being 6 dB. The
sentences are 2 to 13 words long, with a mean length of 9 words. We mainly use a female speech
corpus (“slt”) for our experiments. A male (“bdl”) voice is used to test the speaker-dependence of
the system. The dataset is partitioned into 1000-66-66 as train-dev-test. Features are extracted with
a window size of 64 ms at a 5 ms hop size.
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Evaluation

We evaluate two aspects of the parametric resynthesis system. Firstly, we compare speech synthesis
objective metrics like spectral distortion and errors in F0 prediction with a TTS system. This quantifies the performance of our model in transferring prosody from noisy to clean speech. Secondly,
we compare the intelligibility and quality of the speech generated by parametric resynthesis (PR)
against two speech enhancement systems, a DNN-predicted ratio mask (DNN-IRM) (Wang et al.,
2014b) and the oracle Wiener mask (OWM) (Erdogan et al., 2015). The ideal ratio mask DNN
is trained with the same data as PR. The OWM uses knowledge of the true speech to compute
the Wiener mask and serves as an upper bound on the performance achievable by mask-based
enhancement systems1 .
A limitation of the proposed method is that the vocoder is not able to perfectly reproduce clean
speech, so we encode and decode clean speech with it to estimate the loss in intelligibility and
quality attributable to the vocoder alone, which we show is small. We call this system vocoderencoded-decoded (WORLD-VED). Moreover, we also measure the performance of a DNN that
predicts vocoder parameters directly from clean speech as a more realistic upper bound on our
speech denoising system. This is the PR model with clean speech as input, referred to as PR-clean.

5.3.3

TTS Objective Measures

Evaluating Single Speaker Model
First, we evaluate the TTS objective measures for PR-WORLD, PR-WORLD-clean, and the TTS
system with a single speaker. We train the feedforward DNN with 4 layers of 512 neurons each
with tanh activation function and the LSTM with 2 layers of width 512 each. We use adam
1 All

files are available at http://mr-pc.org/work/icassp19/
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Spectral Distortion
System

MCD (dB↓)

BAPD (dB↓)

PR-clean

2.68

0.16

TTS (DNN)
TTS (LSTM)
TTS (BLSTM)
PR-WORLD (DNN)
PR-WORLD (LSTM)
PR-WORLD (BLSTM)

5.28
5.15
5.07
5.07
4.78
4.72

0.25
0.24
0.24
0.19
0.19
0.19

F0 measures
RMSE (Hz↓)

CORR (↑)

VUV (↓)

4.95

0.96

2.78%

13.06
13.24
12.60
8.83
6.12
5.62

0.71
0.73
0.73
0.93
0.94
0.95

6.66%
5.60%
5.30%
6.48%
5.21%
5.07%

Table 5.1: TTS objective measures for the single-speaker experiment: mean cepstral distortion
(MCD), band aperiodicity (BAPD), root mean square error (RMSE), voiced-unvoiced error rate
(VUV), and correlation (CORR). For MCD, BAPD, RMSE, and VUV lower is better (↓), for CORR
higher is better (↑).
optimization (Kingma and Ba, 2014) and early stopping regularization. For TTS system inputs, we
use the ground truth transcript of the noisy speech. As both TTS and PR-WORLD are predicting
acoustic features, we measure errors in the prediction via mel cepstral distortion (MCD), band
aperiodicity distortion (BAPD), F0 root mean square error (RMSE), Pearson correlation (CORR)
of F0, and classification error in voiced-unvoiced decisions (VUV). The results are reported in
Table 5.1.
Results from PR-WORLD-clean show that acoustic parameters that generate speech with very
low spectral distortion and F0 error can be predicted from clean speech. More importantly, we
see from Table 5.1 that PR-WORLD performs considerably better than the TTS system. It is also
interesting to note that the F0 measures, RMSE, and Pearson correlation are significantly better in
the parametric resynthesis system than TTS. This demonstrates that it is easier to predict acoustic
features, including prosody, from noisy speech than from text. We observe that the LSTM performs
best and is used in our subsequent experiments.
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Spectral Distortion

Train

Test

MCD (dB↓)

BAPD(dB↓)

slt
slt+bdl
bdl
slt+bdl

slt
slt
bdl
bdl

4.81
4.91
5.40
5.19

0.19
0.20
0.21
0.21

F0 measures
RMSE(Hz↓)
5.62
8.36
9.67
10.41

CORR(↑)

UUV(↓)

0.95
0.92
0.82
0.82

5.27%
6.50%
12.34%
12.17%

Table 5.2: TTS objective measures for two-speaker parametric resynthesis with WORLD vocoder
compared to single speaker model.
Evaluating Two Speaker Model
Next, we train a PR-WORLD model with speech from two speakers and test its effectiveness on
each speaker’s dataset. We first train two single-speaker PR-WORLD models using the slt (female)
and bdl (male) data in the CMU arctic dataset. Then we train a new PR model with speech from
both speakers. We measure the objective metrics on both datasets to understand how well a single
model can model both speakers. These objective metrics are reported in Table 5.2, from which
we observe that the single-speaker models slightly out-perform the two-speaker models. On the
bdl dataset, however, the multi-speaker model performs better than the single-speaker model in
predicting voicing decisions and in MCD. It scores the same in BAPD and F0 correlation but does
worse on F0 RMSE. These results show that the same model can be used for multiple speakers. In
chapter 7 we will investigate if a single model can generalize to unseen speakers.

5.3.4

Speech Enhancement Objective Measures

We measure objective intelligibility with short-time-objective-intelligibility (STOI) (Taal et al.,
2010) and objective quality with the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) (Rix et al.,
2001). We compare the clean, noisy, WORLD-VED, TTS, PR-WORLD-clean speech for reference.
The results are reported in Table 5.3.
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Model

PESQ

STOI

Clean
WORLD-VED
OWM
PR-WORLD-clean

4.50
3.39
3.31
2.98

1.00
0.93
0.96
0.92

PR-WORLD
DNN-IRM
Noisy
TTS

2.43
2.26
1.88
1.33

0.87
0.80
0.88
0.08

Table 5.3: Speech enhancement objective metrics: quality (PESQ) and intelligibility (STOI), higher
is better for both. Systems in the top section use oracle information about clean speech. All systems
sorted by PESQ.
Of the vocoder-based systems, WORLD-VED shows very high objective quality and intelligibility. This demonstrates that the vocoder can produce high fidelity speech when exactly correct
acoustic parameters are provided. The PR-WORLD-clean system shows slightly lower intelligibility
and quality than WORLD-VED. The TTS system shows very low quality and intelligibility, but this
can be explained by the fact that the objective measures compare the output to the original clean
signal.
For the speech denoising systems, the oracle Wiener mask performs best, because it has access
to clean speech. While it is an upper bound on mask-based speech enhancement, it does degrade
the quality of the speech from the clean by attenuating regions where there is speech present, but
the noise is louder. Parametric resynthesis-WORLD outperforms the predicted IRM in objective
quality and intelligibility.

5.3.5

Subjective Intelligibility and Quality

Finally, we evaluate the subjective intelligibility and quality of PR compared with OWM, DNNIRM, PR-clean, and the ground truth clean and noisy speech. From 66 test sentences, we chose
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12, with 4 sentences from each of three groups: SNR < 0 dB, 0 dB ≤ SNR < 5 dB, and 5 dB
≤ SNR. Preliminary listening tests showed that the PR-clean files sounded quite similar to the
WORLD-VED files, so we included only PR-clean. This resulted in a total of 84 files (7 versions of
12 sentences).
For the subjective intelligibility test, subjects were presented with all 84 sentences in random
order and were asked to transcribe the words that they heard in each one. Four subjects listened to
the files. A list of all of the words was given to the subjects in alphabetical order, but they were
asked to write what they heard. Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of words correctly identified
averaged over all files. Intelligibility is very high (> 90%) in all systems, including noisy. PRWORLD-clean achieves intelligibility as high as clean speech. OWM, PR-WORLD, and noisy
speech had equivalent intelligibility, slightly below that of clean speech. This shows that PR
achieves intelligibility as high as the oracle Wiener mask.
The speech quality test follows the Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor
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(MUSHRA) paradigm. Subjects were presented with all seven of the versions of a given sentence
together in a random order without identifiers, along with reference clean and noisy versions. The
subjects rated the speech quality, noise reduction quality, and overall quality of each version between
1 and 100, with higher scores denoting better quality. Three subjects participated and the results are
shown in Figure 5.3.
From the results, we see that the PR-WORLD system achieves higher noise suppression quality
than the OWM, demonstrating that the output is noise-free. PR also achieves comparable overall
quality to OWM and PR-clean, indicating that its performance is close to the ceiling imposed by the
vocoder. This ceiling is demonstrated by the difference between PR-WORLD-clean and the original
clean speech. Note also that the large objective differences between PR-WORLD and OWM are not
present in the subjective results, suggesting that reference-based objective measures may not be
accurate for synthetic signals. The PR-WORLD system achieves better speech quality than the TTS
system and better quality in all three measures than DNN-IRM.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduce a speech denoising system inspired by statistical text-to-speech
synthesis. The proposed parametric resynthesis system predicts the time-varying acoustic parameters
of clean speech directly from noisy speech and then uses a vocoder to generate the speech waveform.
We build a parametric resynthesis system with the WORLD vocoder. We show that PR-WORLD
outperforms statistical TTS by capturing the prosody of the noisy speech. PR-WORLD provides
comparable quality and intelligibility to the oracle Wiener mask by reproducing all parts of the
speech signal, even those buried in noise, while still allowing room for improvement as demonstrated
by its own oracle upper bound (PR-WORLD-clean). In the next chapter, we build a parametric
resynthesis system with neural vocoders.

Chapter 6
Parametric Resynthesis with Neural
Vocoders
In the previous chapter, we propose parametric resynthesis system with a non-neural vocoder
WORLD. In this chapter, We propose to utilize the high quality speech generation capability of
neural vocoders for noise suppression with parametric resynthesis. We use a neural network to predict clean mel-spectrogram features from noisy speech and then use a neural vocoder to synthesize
enhanced speech. We compare two neural vocoders, WaveNet and WaveGlow, for synthesizing
clean speech from the predicted mel spectrogram. Both WaveNet and WaveGlow achieve better
subjective and objective quality scores than the source separation model Chimera++ (Wang et al.,
2018). Further, WaveNet and WaveGlow also achieve significantly better subjective quality ratings
than the oracle Wiener mask.

6.1

Introduction

In Chapter 5, we built a PR system with a non-neural vocoder, WORLD (Morise et al., 2016).
Compared to such non-neural vocoders, neural vocoders like WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016b)
82
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Figure 6.1: Parametric Resynthesis for WaveNet, WaveGlow
synthesize higher quality speech, as shown in the speech synthesis literature (van den Oord et al.,
2016b; Ping et al., 2017; Tamamori et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017; Oord
et al., 2017). More recent neural vocoders like WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018), Parallel
WaveNet (Oord et al., 2017), and WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018) improve the synthesis speed
of WaveNet while maintaining a high quality speech generation capability. Our goal is to utilize
a neural vocoder to resynthesize higher quality speech from noisy speech than WORLD allows.
We choose WaveNet and WaveGlow for our experiments, as these are the two most different
architectures. More details about vocoders are mentioned in chapter 4.
In this chapter, we build PR systems with two neural vocoders (PR-neural). Comparing PRneural to other systems, we show that neural vocoders produce both better speech quality and better
noise reduction quality in subjective listening tests than our previous model, PR-World. We show
that the PR-neural systems perform better than a recently proposed speech enhancement system,
Chimera++ (Wang et al., 2018), in all quality and intelligibility scores. And we show that PR-neural
can achieve higher subjective intelligibility and quality ratings than the oracle Wiener mask. We
also discuss end-to-end training strategies for the PR-neural vocoder system.

6.2

System Overview

Parametric resynthesis consists of two parts, as shown in Figure 6.1. The first part is a prediction
model that predicts the acoustic representation of clean speech from noisy speech. This part of
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the PR model removes noise from a noisy observation. The second part of the PR model is a
vocoder that resynthesizes “clean” speech from these predicted acoustic parameters. Here we
choose to compare two neural vocoders, WaveNet and WaveGlow. Both WaveNet and WaveGlow
can generate speech conditioned on a log mel-spectrogram, so the log mel-spectrogram is used as
the intermediate acoustic parameter.

6.2.1

Prediction Model

The prediction model (h) uses the noisy mel-spectrogram, Y (ω, τ), as input and the clean melspectrogram, X(ω, τ), from parallel clean speech as ground truth. A bi-directional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with multiple layers is used as the core architecture since this was the
best performing model from the last chapter. The model is trained to minimize the mean squared
error between the predicted mel-spectrogram, X̂(ω, τ), and the clean mel-spectrogram.

L = ∑ kX(ω, τ) − X̂(ω, τ)k2

(6.1)

ω,τ

Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is used as the optimization algorithm for training. At test
time, given a noisy mel-spectrogram, a clean mel-spectrogram is predicted.

6.2.2

Neural Vocoders

Next, conditioned on the predicted mel-spectrogram, a neural vocoder is used to synthesize denoised speech. We compare two neural vocoders: WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016b) and
WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018). The neural vocoders are trained to generate clean speech
from corresponding clean mel-spectrograms and are not exposed to noisy speech. Both WaveNet
and WaveGlow is discussed in more details in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.5. Here we mention the
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implementation details and configuration used for experiments in this chapter.

WaveNet
WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016b) is a speech waveform generation model, built with dilated
causal convolutional layers. It is trained to maximize the likelihood of clean speech samples. The
normalized log mel-spectrogram is used in local conditioning. The output of WaveNet is modeled
as a mixture of logistic components, as described in (Oord et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017) for high
quality synthesis. The output is modeled as a K-component logistic mixture. The model predicts a
set of values Θ = {πi , µi , si }K
i=1 , where each component of the distribution has its own parameters
µi , si and the components are mixed with probability πi . The likelihood of sample xt is then
K

 



x̃ti + 0.5
x̃ti − 0.5
P(xt |Θ, X) = ∑ πi σ
−σ
si
si
i=1

(6.2)

where x̃ti = xt − µi and P(xt | Θ, X) is the probability density function of clean speech conditioned
on mel-spectrogram X.
We use a publicly available implementation of WaveNet1 with a setup similar to tacotron2 (Shen
et al., 2017): 24 layers grouped into 4 dilation cycles, 512 residual channels, 512 gate channels, 256
skip channels, and output as mixture-of-logistics with 10 components. As it is an autoregressive
model, the synthesis speed is very slow. The PR system with WaveNet as its vocoder is referred to
as PR-WaveNet.

WaveGlow
WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018) is based on the Glow concept (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) and
has faster synthesis than WaveNet. WaveGlow learns an invertible transformation between blocks
1 https://github.com/r9y9/wavenet_vocoder
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of eight time domain audio samples and a standard normal distribution conditioned on the log mel
spectrogram. It then generates audio by sampling from this Gaussian density.
The invertible transformation is a composition of a sequence of individual invertible transformations ( f ), normalizing flows. Each flow in WaveGlow consists of a 1 × 1 convolutional layer
followed by an affine coupling layer. The affine coupling layer is a neural transformation that
predicts a scale and bias conditioned on the input speech x and mel-spectrogram X. Let Wk be the
learned weight matrix for the kth 1 × 1 convolutional layer and s j (x, X) be the predicted scale value
at the jth affine coupling layer.
For inference, WaveGlow samples z from a uniform Gaussian distribution and applies the
inverse transformations ( f −1 ) conditioned on the mel-spectrogram (X) to obtain the speech sample
x. Because parallel sampling from Gaussian distribution is trivial, all audio samples are generated
in parallel. The model is trained to minimize the log likelihood of the clean speech samples x,
J

K

ln P(x | X) = ln P(z) − ∑ ln s j (x, X) − ∑ ln |Wk |
j=0

(6.3)

k=0

where J is the number of coupling transformations, K is the number of convolutions, ln P(z) is
the log-likelihood of the spherical Gaussian with variance ν 2 and in training ν = 1 is used. Note
that WaveGlow refers to this parameter as σ , but we use ν to avoid confusion with the logistic
function in (6.2). We use the official published WaveGlow implementation2 with original setup (12
coupling layers, each consisting of 8 layers of dilated convolution with 512 residual and 256 skip
connections). We refer to the PR system with WaveGlow as its vocoder as PR-WaveGlow.
2 https://github.com/NVIDIA/waveglow
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Joint Training

At training time, two parts of PR systems are trained separately, the prediction model is trained to
predict clean acoustic features from noisy speech, and the vocoder is trained from clean acoustic
features. At test time though, the vocoder synthesizes speech from predicted acoustic features. To
minimize this mismatch, we train the PR-neural jointly. The joint training aims to compensate for
the disparity between the mel spectrograms predicted by the prediction model and consumed by
the neural vocoder. We start with the pretrained model of prediction and vocoder, then fine-tune
both models end-to-end by minimizing both combined loss of vocoder likelihood and negative
mel-spectrogram squared loss as,

L = λ × ∑ kX(ω, τ) − X̂(ω, τ)k2 + ∑ Lvocoder
ω,τ

(6.4)

t

where Lvocoder is the WaveGlow loss 6.3 or WaveNet loss 6.2and λ is used to balance vocoder loss
and MSE loss. These models are referred to as PR-hneural vocoderi-Joint. We experiment both
with and without fine-tuning these models. Initially, we trained PR-neural end-to-end to minimize
vocoder loss only, but this model fails to converge.

6.3

Experiments

For our experiments, we use the LJSpeech dataset (Ito, 2017) to which we add environmental
noise from CHiME-3 (Barker et al., 2015). The LJSpeech dataset contains 13100 audio clips from
a single speaker with varying lengths from 1 to 10 seconds at a sampling rate of 22 kHz. The
clean speech is recorded with the microphone in a MacBook Pro in a quiet home environment.
CHiME-3 contains four types of environmental noises: street, bus, pedestrian, and cafe. Note that
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the CHiME-3 noises were recorded at a 16 kHz sampling rate. To mix them with LJSpeech, we
synthesized white Gaussian noise in the 8-11 kHz band matched in energy to the 7-8 kHz band of
the original recordings. The SNR of the generated noisy speech varies from −9 dB to 9 dB SNR
with an average of 1 dB. We use 13000 noisy files for training, almost 24 hours of data. The test
set consists of 24 files, 6 from each noise type. The SNR of the test set varies from −7 dB to 6 dB.
The mel-spectrograms are created with window size 46.4 ms, hop size 11.6 ms and 80 mel bins.
The prediction model has 3 bidirectional LSTM layers with 400 units each and was trained with an
initial learning rate of 0.001 for 500 epochs with batch size 64.
Both WaveGlow and WaveNet have published pre-trained models on the LJSpeech data. We use
these pre-trained models due to limitations in GPU resources (training the WaveGlow model from
scratch takes 2 months on a GPU GeForce GTX 1080 Ti). The published WaveGlow pre-trained
model was trained for 580k iterations (batch size 12) with weight normalization (Salimans and
Kingma, 2016). The pre-trained WaveNet model was trained for ∼ 1000k iterations (batch size
2). The model also uses L2-regularization with a weight of 10−6 . The average weights of the
model parameters are saved as an exponential moving average with a decay of 0.9999 and used
for inference, as this is found to provide better quality (Shen et al., 2017). PR-WaveNet-Joint is
initialized with the pre-trained prediction model and WaveNet. Then it is trained end-to-end for
355k iterations with batch size 1. Each training iteration takes ∼ 2.31 s on a GeForce GTX 1080
GPU. PR-WaveGlow-Joint is also initialized with the pre-trained prediction and WaveGlow models.
It was then trained for 150k iterations with a batch size of 3. On a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU,
each iteration takes > 3 s. WaveNet synthesizes audio samples sequentially, the synthesis rate
is ∼ 95 − 98 samples per second or 0.004× realtime. Synthesizing 1 s of audio at 22 kHz takes
∼ 232 s. Because WaveGlow synthesis can be done in parallel, it takes ∼ 1 s to synthesize 1 s of
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audio at a 22 kHz sampling rate.
We compare these two PR-neural models with PR-World, our previously proposed model in
chapter 5, where the WORLD vocoder is used and the intermediate acoustic parameters are the
fundamental frequency, spectral envelope, and band aperiodicity used by WORLD (Morise et al.,
2016). Note that WORLD does not support 22 kHz sampling rates, so this system generates output
at 16 kHz. We also compare all PR models with two speech enhancement systems. First is the
oracle Wiener mask (OWM), which has access to the original clean speech. The second is a recently
proposed source separation system called Chimera++(Wang et al., 2018), which uses a combination
of the deep clustering loss and mask inference loss to estimate masks. We use our implementation
of Chimera++, which we verified to be able to achieve the reported performance on the same dataset
as the published model. It was trained with the same data as the PR systems. In addition to the
OWM, we measure the best case resynthesis quality by evaluating the neural vocoders conditioned
on the true clean mel spectrograms.
Following (Rethage et al., 2018; Pascual et al., 2017; Macartney and Weyde, 2018) we compute
composite objective metrics SIG: signal distortion, BAK: background intrusiveness, and OVL:
overall quality as described in (Hu and Loizou, 2006; Hu and Loizou, 2006). All three measures
produce numbers between 1 and 5, with higher meaning better quality. We also report PESQ scores
as a combined measure of quality and STOI (Taal et al., 2010) as a measure of intelligibility. All
test files are downsampled to 16 kHz for measuring objective metrics.
We also conducted a listening test to measure the subjective quality and intelligibility of the
systems. For the listening test, we choose 12 of the 24 test files, with three files from each of the
four noise types. The listening test follows the Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor
(MUSHRA) paradigm. Subjects were presented with 9 anonymized and randomized versions
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of each file to facilitate direct comparison: 5 PR systems (PR-WaveNet, PR-WaveNet-Joint, PRWaveGlow, PR-WaveGlow-Joint, PR-World), 2 comparison speech enhancement systems (oracle
Wiener mask and Chimera++), and clean and noisy signals. The PR-World files are sampled at
16 kHz but the other 8 systems used 22 kHz. Subjects were also provided reference clean and noisy
versions of each file. Five subjects took part in the listening test. They were told to rate the speech
quality, noise-suppression quality, and overall quality of the speech from 0 − 100, with 100 being
the best.
Subjects were also asked to rate the subjective intelligibility of each utterance on the same
0 − 100 scale. Specifically, they were asked to rate a model higher if it was easier to understand
what was being said. We used an intelligibility rating because in our previous experiments asking
subjects for transcripts showed that all systems were near ceiling performance. This could also
have been a product of presenting different versions of the same underlying speech to the subjects.
Intelligibility ratings, while less concrete, do not suffer from these problems.3

6.4

Results

Table 6.1 shows the objective metric comparison of the systems. In terms of objective quality,
comparing neural vocoders synthesizing from clean speech, we observe that WaveGlow scores are
higher than WaveNet. WaveNet synthesis has higher CSIG quality, but lower CBAK and COVL.
Comparing the speech enhancement systems, both PR-neural systems outperform Chimera++ in
all measures. Compared to the oracle Wiener mask, the PR-neural systems perform slightly worse.
After further investigation, we observe that the PR resynthesis files are not perfectly aligned with
the clean signal itself, which affects the objective scores significantly. Interestingly, with both, PR3 All

files are available at http://mr-pc.org/work/waspaa19/
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CSIG

CBAK

COVL

PESQ

STOI

Clean
WaveGlow
WaveNet

5.0
5.0
4.2

5.0
4.4
2.2

5.0
5.0
3.3

4.50
3.81
3.05

1.00
0.98
0.94

Oracle Wiener

3.3

2.5

2.5

2.90

0.91

PR-WaveGlow
PR-WaveNet
Chimera++
PR-WaveNet-joint
PR-WaveGlow-Joint
PR-World
Noisy

3.3
3.3
2.6
2.9
2.4
2.2
1.9

2.1
2.2
2.6
1.7
1.8
1.4
1.9

2.6
2.5
2.0
2.2
1.8
2.3
1.7

2.58
2.46
2.44
2.31
2.28
1.53
1.58

0.87
0.87
0.86
0.83
0.84
0.79
0.74

Table 6.1: Speech enhancement objective metrics: higher is better. Systems in the top section
decode from clean speech as upper bounds. Systems in the middle section use oracle information
about clean speech. Systems in the bottom section are not given any oracle knowledge. All systems
sorted by CSIG.
hneurali-Joint performance decreases. When listening to the files, the PR-WaveNet-Joint sometimes
contains mumbled unintelligible speech and PR-WaveGlow-Joint introduces more distortions.
In terms of objective intelligibility, we observe that the clean WaveNet model has lower STOI
than WaveGlow. For the STOI measurement as well, both speech inputs need to be exactly timealigned, which the WaveNet model does not necessarily provide. The PR-neural systems have higher
objective intelligibility than Chimera++. With PR-WaveGlow, we observe that when trained jointly,
STOI actually goes down from 0.87 to 0.84. We observe that tuning WaveGlow’s σ parameter (our
ν) for inference has an effect on quality and intelligibility. When a smaller ν is used, the synthesis
has more speech drop-outs. When a larger ν is used, these drop-outs decrease, but also the CBAK
score decreases.
We believe that with a lower ν, when conditioned on a predicted spectrogram, the PR-WaveGlow
system only generates segments of speech it is confident in and mutes the rest.
Figure 6.2b shows the result of the quality listening test. PR-WaveNet performs best in all three
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Figure 6.2: Subjective intelligibility and quality of PR with single speaker neural vocoder averaged
over 12 test files. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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Model
WaveNet
WaveNet
WaveNet
WaveNet
WaveGlow
WaveGlow
WaveGlow
WaveGlow

Fine-tuned
Pred. Voc.

PESQ

STOI

X
X

2.46
2.49
2.02
2.29

0.87
0.88
0.78
0.83

X
X

2.58
2.70
2.24
2.28

0.87
0.90
0.82
0.84

X
X
X
X
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Table 6.2: Objective metrics PESQ and STOI for different joint fine-tuning schemes for PR-neural
systems components.
quality scores, followed by PR-WaveNet-Joint, PR-WaveGlow-Joint, and PR-WaveGlow. Both
PR-neural systems have much higher quality than the oracle Wiener mask. The next best model
is PR-WORLD followed by Chimera++. PR-WORLD performs comparably to the oracle Wiener
mask, but these ratings are lower than we found in (Maiti and Mandel, 2019). This is likely due to
the use of 22 kHz sampling rates in the current experiment but 16 kHz in our previous experiments.
Figure 6.2a shows the subjective intelligibility ratings. We observe that noisy and hidden noisy
signals have reasonably high subjective intelligibility, as humans are good at understanding speech
in noise. The OWM has slightly higher subjective intelligibility than PR-WaveGlow. PR-WaveNet
has slightly but not significantly higher intelligibility, and the clean files have the best intelligibility.
The PR-hneurali-Joint models have lower intelligibility, caused by the speech drop-outs or mumbled
speech as mentioned above.

6.5

Discussion of Joint Training

Table 6.2 shows the results of further investigation of the drop in performance caused by jointly
training the PR-neural systems. The PR-hneurali-Joint model is trained using a combined loss of
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vocoder loss and squared loss on mel-spectrogram. When the prediction model was frozen and
only the vocoders were fine-tuned jointly, we observed a large drop in performance. In WaveNet
this introduced more unintelligible speech, making it smoother but garbled. In WaveGlow this
increased speech dropouts (as can be seen in the reduced STOI scores). Finally, with the neural
vocoder fixed, we trained the prediction model to minimize a combination of mel spectrogram
MSE and vocoder loss. This provided slight performance improvements: both PR-WaveNet and
PR-WaveGlow improved intelligibility scores as well as PESQ.

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose the use of neural vocoders in parametric resynthesis for high quality
speech enhancement with a single female speaker. We show that using two neural vocoders,
WaveGlow and WaveNet, we can produce better quality enhanced speech than using a traditional
vocoder like WORLD. We also show that PR-neural vocoder models outperform the recently
proposed Chimera++ mask-based speech enhancement system in all intelligibility and quality
scores. Finally, we show that PR-WaveNet achieves significantly better subjective quality scores
than the oracle Wiener mask. We also observe that PR-WaveNet and WaveGlow provide a trade-off
in synthesis speed and performance. PR-WaveNet generates slightly higher quality speech with a
slower sample by sample synthesis speed, while PR-WaveGlow generates faster synthesis with a
slight loss in quality. In the next chapter, we will explore the speaker-dependence of these models
and build towards a speaker-independent speech enhancement system.

Chapter 7
Speaker Independence of Neural Vocoders
and Parametric Resynthesis
Current speech synthesizers are trained to generate high quality speech for a single speaker. Here we
first show that when trained on data from enough speakers, these vocoders can generate speech from
unseen speakers, both male, and female, with similar quality as seen speakers in training. Next using
these two vocoders and a new vocoder LPCNet, we evaluate the noise reduction quality of PR on
unseen speakers and show that objective signal and overall quality are higher than the state-of-the-art
speech enhancement systems Wave-U-Net, Wavenet-denoise, and SEGAN. Moreover, in subjective
quality, multiple-speaker PR out-performs the oracle Wiener mask.

7.1

Introduction

In Chapter 6, we showed that a single speaker PR system can synthesize very high quality clean
speech at 22 KHz and in Chapter 5 we show PR-WORLD performs better than the corresponding
TTS system. Hence, a critical question is whether these systems can be generalized to unknown
speakers. The main contribution of the current chapter is to show that when trained on a large
95
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number of speakers, neural vocoders can successfully generalize to unseen speakers. Furthermore,
we show that PR systems using these neural vocoders can also generalize to unseen speakers in the
presence of noise.
We show that when trained on 56 speakers, WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018), WaveNet (van den
Oord et al., 2016b), and LPCNet (Valin and Skoglund, 2019) can generalize to unseen speakers. We
compare the noise reduction quality of PR with three state-of-the-art speech enhancement models
and show that PR-LPCNet outperforms every other system including an oracle Wiener mask-based
system. In terms of objective metrics, the proposed PR-WaveGlow performs better in objective
signal and overall quality.

7.2

System Overview

In this work, we use four vocoders: WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2018), WaveNet (van den Oord et al.,
2016b), LPCNet (Valin and Skoglund, 2019), and WORLD (Morise et al., 2016). For WaveGlow
and WaveNet, we predict clean mel-spectrograms and for WORLD we predict the spectral envelope,
aperiodicity, and pitch, the same as mentioned in the previous chapters. For LPCNet, we predict
18-dimensional Bark-scale frequency cepstral coefficients (BFCC) and two pitch parameters: period
and correlation. For LPCNet, we also predict the ∆ and ∆∆ of these acoustic features for smoother
outputs (similar to WORLD). For LPCNet and WORLD, we use maximum likelihood parameter
generation (MLPG) (Tokuda et al., 2000) algorithms to refine our estimate of the clean acoustic
features from predicted acoustic features, ∆, and ∆∆.
The second part of PR resynthesizes speech from the predicted acoustic parameters X̂ using a
vocoder. In this chapter, we use four vocoders, three neural: WaveGlow, WaveNet, LPCNet, and
one non-neural: WORLD. WaveGlow and WaveNet were previously defined in section 4.2.1, 4.2.5,
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WORLD
WaveNet, WaveGlow
LPCNet
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Input
Mel80
Mel80
Mel80

Output
hMGC , LF0 , AP1 , VUV1 ∆, ∆∆i,
Mel80
hBFCC18 , F01 , CORR F01 , ∆, ∆∆i
60

1

Table 7.1: Summary of input and output features with feature dimension for PR prediction model
with different vocoders.
and 6.2.2. Here we explain LPCNet in details.

LPCNet: LPCNet is a variation of WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018), discussed in details
in section 4.2.4, that simplifies the vocal tract response using linear prediction pt from previous
time-step samples
M

pt =

∑ ak xt−k .
k=1

LPC coefficients ak are computed from the 18-band BFCC. It predicts the LPC predictor residual et ,
at time t. Then sample xt is generated by adding et and pt .
A frame conditioning feature f is generated from 20 input features: 18-band BFCC and 2 pitch
parameters via two convolutional and two fully connected layers. The probability p(et ) is predicted
from xt−1 , et−1 , pt , f via two GRUs (Chung et al., 2014) (A and B) combined with dualFC layer
followed by a softmax. The dual fully connected layer (dualFC) consist of two fully connected
layers combined with a element-wise weighted sum. The largest GRU (GRU-A) weight matrix
is forced to be sparse for faster synthesis. The model is trained on the categorical cross-entropy
loss of p(et ) and the predicted probability of the excitation p̂(et ). Speech samples are 8-bit µ-law
quantized. We use the officially published LPCNet implementation1 with 640 units in GRU-A and
16 units in GRU-B. We refer to the PR system with LPCNet as its vocoder as PR-LPCNet.
1 https://github.com/mozilla/LPCNet
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nvWaveNet: WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2016b) is an autoregressive speech waveform generation model, which has a slow synthesis speed. Hence for this experiment we use nvWaveNet
for faster synthesis, which is the Nvidia implementation2 of Deep-Voice model (Arik et al., 2017)
model of WaveNet, where Speech samples are µ-law quantized to 8 bits. nvWaveNet is trained on
µ

µ

the cross-entropy between the quantized sample xt and the predicted quantized sample x̂t .
We also use a smaller model that is able to synthesize speech with moderate quality. We tested
the PR model’s dependency on speech synthesis quality by testing on a smaller model. We used 20
layers with 64 residual, 128 skip connections, and 256 gate channels with maximum dilation of 128.
This model can synthesize clean speech with an average predicted mean opinion score (MOS) 3.25
for a single speaker (Arik et al., 2017). The PR system with WaveNet as its vocoder is referred to as
PR-nvWaveNet.

7.3

Experiments

7.3.1

Noisy Dataset

We use the publicly available noisy VCTK dataset (Valentini-Botinhao et al., 2017) for speaker
independent experiments. This dataset is generally used to report speech enhancement scores of
different methods (Pascual et al., 2017; Macartney and Weyde, 2018). The dataset contains 56
speakers for training: 28 male and 28 female speakers from the US and Scotland. The test set
contains two unseen voices, one male and another female. Further, there is another available training
set, consisting of 14 male and 14 female voices from England. We use these 28 speakers set to test
generalization to more speakers than two. The original dataset is available at a sampling rate of
48 kHZ, but speech enhancement result are reported on 16 kHZ. Hence we also downsample all
2 https://github.com/NVIDIA/nv-wavenet
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#spk

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

1
1
1

4.7±0.03
3.8±0.06
3.3±0.05

3.0±0.02
2.2±0.04
2.1±0.02

4.0±0.04
2.9±0.07
2.5±0.04

0.95±0.01
0.91±0.01
0.81±0.01

3
3
3

4.5±0.07
4.0±0.10
3.2±0.02

2.8±0.06
2.3±0.08
2.1±0.02

3.8±0.10
3.1±0.12
2.5±0.03

0.95±0.01
0.93±0.01
0.83±0.01

4.6±0.08
4.0±0.08
3.3±0.03

2.8±0.06
2.4±0.07
2.0±0.04

3.9±0.05
3.1±0.10
2.5±0.03

0.95±0.01
0.90±0.04
0.80±0.01

Seen
WaveGlow
LPCNet
nvWaveNet
Unseen - Male
WaveGlow
LPCNet
nvWaveNet

Unseen - Female
WaveGlow
LPCNet
nvWaveNet

3
3
3

Table 7.2: Speaker generalization of neural vocoders. Objective quality metrics for synthesis from
true acoustic features, higher is better. Sorted by SIG. We report 95% confidence intervals.
files to 16 kHz.
The noisy training set contains ten types of noise: two are artificially created, and the eight
other are chosen from DEMAND (Thiemann et al., 2013). The two artificially created noises are
speech shaped noise and babble noise. The eight from DEMAND are noise from a kitchen, meeting
room, car, metro, subway car, cafeteria, restaurant, and subway station. The noisy training files are
available at four SNR levels: 15, 10, 5, and 0 dB. The noisy test set contains five other noises from
DEMAND: living room, office, public square, open cafeteria, and bus. The test files have higher
SNR: 17.5, 12.5, 7.5, and 2.5 dB. All files are downsampled to 16 KHz for comparison with other
systems. There are 23, 075 training audio files and 824 testing audio files.

7.3.2

Speaker Independence of Neural Vocoders

Firstly, we test if WaveGlow and WaveNet can generalize to unseen speakers on clean speech.
Using the data described above, we train both of these models with a large number of speakers (56)
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and test them on 6 unseen speakers. We select two unseen speaker from the test set and randomly
select four other speakers from the alternative 28-speaker training set. Next, we compare their
performance to LPCNet which has previously been shown to generalize to unseen speakers. In this
test, each neural vocoder synthesizes speech from the original clean acoustic parameters. Following
the three baseline papers (Pascual et al., 2017; Macartney and Weyde, 2018; Rethage et al., 2018),
we measure synthesis quality with objective enhancement quality metrics (Hu and Loizou, 2006):
CSIG, CBAK, and COVL. These three measures are on a scale from 1 to 5, with higher being better.
CSIG provides an estimate of the signal quality, BAK provides an estimate of the background noise
reduction, and OVL provides an estimate of the overall quality.
LPCNet is trained for 120 epochs with a batch size of 48, where each sequence has 15 frames.
WaveGlow has trained for 500 epochs with batch size of 4 utterances. nvWaveNet is trained for 200
epochs with batch size of 4 utterances. For nvWaveNet and WaveGlow we use GPU synthesis, while
for LPCNet CPU synthesis is used as it is faster. WaveGlow and nvWaveNet synthesize from clean
mel-spectrograms with window length 64 ms and hop size 16 ms. LPCNet acoustic features use a
window size of 20 ms and a hop size of 10 ms. We use a GPU accelerated version of nvWaveNet
for this work, as the high synthesis quality version of nvWaveNet has slow synthesis speed and we
finally want to test on 824 test files.
We report the synthesis quality of three unseen male and three unseen female speakers, and
compare them with unseen utterances from one known male speaker. For each speaker, the average
quality is calculated over 10 files. Table 7.2 shows the composite quality results along with the
objective intelligibility score from STOI (Taal et al., 2010). We observe that WaveGlow has the best
quality scores in all the measures among the vocoders. The WaveGlow unknown female speaker
scores are close to the known speakers while the unseen male speaker scores are a little lower.
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CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

Oracle Wiener

4.3±0.04

3.8±0.19

3.8±0.22

0.98±0.01

PR-WaveGlow
PR-LPCNet, noisy F0
PR-LPCNet
PR-World
PR-nvWaveNet

3.8±0.03
3.5±0.02
3.1±0.02
3.0±0.02
2.9±0.10

2.4±0.08
2.1±0.07
1.8±0.05
1.9±0.06
2.0±0.04

3.1±0.15
2.7±0.12
2.2±0.08
2.2±0.10
2.2±0.11

0.91±0.02
0.88±0.03
0.88±0.03
0.88±0.02
0.83±0.01

3.5

3.2

3.0

3.5

2.9

2.8

Wave-U-Net (from (Macartney and Weyde, 2018))
SEGAN (from (Pascual et al.,
2017))

Table 7.3: Speech enhancement objective metrics on full 824-file test set: higher is better. The top
system uses oracle clean speech information. The bottom section compares to published comparison
system results.
We note here that these values are not as high as single speaker WaveGlow, which can synthesize
speech with perfect CSIG score and high COVL score. We also note that LPCNet scores are lower
than those of WaveGlow but better than nvWaveNet. Between LPCNet and nvWaveNet, we do
not observe a significant difference in synthesis quality for male and female voices. Although
nvWaveNet has lower scores, it is consistent across known and unknown speakers. Thus, we can
say that nvWaveNet generalizes to unseen speakers.

7.3.3

Speaker Independence of Parametric Resynthesis

Next, we test the generalizability of the PR system across different SNRs and unseen voices. We
use the test set of 824 files with 4 different SNRs. The prediction model is a 3-layer bi-directional
LSTM with 800 units that are trained with a learning rate of 0.001. For WORLD filter size is 1024
and the hop length is 5 ms. We compare PR models with a mask based oracle, the Oracle Wiener
Mask (OWM), that has clean information available during the test. We also report objective scores
from two comparison models, Wave-U-Net (Macartney and Weyde, 2018) and SEGAN (Pascual
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bus

5.0

office

5.0

living

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

COVL

4.0

COVL

4.5

4.0

COVL

4.5

4.0

COVL

4.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

living

2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0
5.0

SNR

1.5

cafe

2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0
5.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.0

psquare

2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0

SNR

1.5
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Figure 7.1: Objective Overall objective quality (COVL) of speaker independent PR systems and
OWM broken down by noise type (824 test files).
et al., 2017) as reported in the work.
Table 7.3 reports the objective enhancement of quality metrics and STOI. We observe that the
OWM performs best, PR-WaveGlow performs better than Wave-U-Net and SEGAN on CSIG and
COVL. PR-WaveGlow’s CBAK score is lower, which is expected since this score is not very high
even when we synthesize clean speech (as shown in Table 7.2). Among PR models, PR-WaveGlow
scores best and PR-nvWaveNet performs worst in CSIG. The average synthesis quality of the
nvWaveNet model affects the performance of the PR system poorly. PR-WORLD and PR-LPCNet
scores are lower as well. We observe that both of these models sound much better than the objective
scores would suggest. We believe, as both of these models predict F0, even a slight error in F0
prediction affects the objective scores adversely. For this, we test the PR-LPCNet using the noisy F0
instead of the prediction, and the quality scores increase. In informal listening, the subjective quality
with noisy F0 is similar to or worse than the predicted F0 files. Hence we can say that the objective
enhancement metrics are not a very good measure of quality for PR-LPCNet and PR-WORLD.
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Figure 7.2: Subjective quality of speaker independent PR: higher is better. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals. The scores are averages over 12 files with 3 files each from 12.5 dB, 7.5 dB
and 2.5 dB.
We also test the objective quality of PR models and OWM against different SNR and noise
types. The results are shown in Figure 7.1. We observe with decreasing SNR, COVL quality for
PR models stays relatively same, while for OWM, CBAK score decreases rapidly. This shows that
the noise has a smaller effect on background quality compared to a mask based system, i.e., the
background quality is more related to the presence of synthesis artifacts than recorded background
noise.

Listening Tests
Next, we test the subjective quality of the PR systems with a listening test. For the listening test,
we choose 12 of the 824 test files, with four files from each of the 2.5, 7.5, and 12.5 dB SNRs. We
observed the 17.5 dB file to have very little noise, and all systems perform well with them. In the
listening test, we also compare with the OWM and three comparison models, WaveNet-denoise,
Wave-U-net, and SEGAN. For these comparison systems, we included the publicly available output
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CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

Subj. Intel.

4.3±0.30

3.8±0.30

3.9±0.32

0.98±0.02

0.91±0.02

PR-WaveGlow 3.8±0.20 2.4±0.11 3.0±0.19 0.91±0.03
PR-World
3.1±0.14 1.9±0.10 2.2±0.15 0.88±0.02
PR-LPCNet
3.0±0.07 1.8±0.05 2.2±0.05 0.85±0.06
PR-nvWaveNet 2.9±0.09 2.0±0.6 2.2±0.10 0.83±0.03

0.90±0.03
0.90±0.04
0.92±0.03
0.74±0.05

Oracle Wiener

Table 7.4: Speech enhancement objective metrics and subjective intelligibility on the 12 listening
test files.
files in our listening tests, selecting five files from each: Wave-U-Net has 3 from 12.5 dB and 2
from 2.5 dB, WaveNet-denoise and SEGAN have 2 common files from 2.5 dB, 2 more files each
are selected from 7.5 dB and 1 from 12.5 dB. For Wave-U-Net, there were no 7.5 dB files available
publicly.
The listening test follows the Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA)
paradigm. Subjects were presented with 8-10 anonymized and randomized versions of each file
to facilitate direct comparison: 4 PR systems (PR-nvWaveNet, PR-WaveGlow, PR-LPCNet, PRWorld), 4 comparison speech enhancement systems (OWM, Wave-U-Net, WaveNet-denoise, and
SEGAN), and clean and noisy signals. Subjects were also provided reference clean and noisy
versions of each file3 . Five subjects took part in the listening test. They were told to rate the speech
quality, noise-suppression quality, and overall quality of the speech from 0 − 100, with 100 being
the best. We observe the intelligibility of all of the files to be very high, so instead of doing an
intelligibility listening test, we ask subjects to rate the subjective intelligibility as a score from
0 − 100.
Figure 7.2 shows the result of the quality listening test. PR-LPCNet performs best in all three
quality scores, followed by PR-WaveGlow and PR-World. The next best model is the Oracle
Wiener mask followed by Wave-U-Net. Table 7.4 shows the subjective intelligibility ratings,
3 All

files are available at http://mr-pc.org/work/icassp20/
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where PR-LPCNet has the highest subjective intelligibility, followed by OWM, PR-WaveGlow,
and PR-World. It also reports the objective quality metrics on the 12 files selected for the listening
test for comparison with Table 7.3 on the full test set. We observe that while PR-LPCNet and
PR-WORLD have very similar objective metrics (both quality and intelligibility), they have very
different subjective metrics, with PR-LPCNet being rated much higher.
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Figure 7.3: Objective metrics as the error is artificially added to the predictions of the acoustic
features, higher is better. Error is measured as a proportion of the standard deviation of the vocoders’
acoustic features over time.

7.3.4

Tolerance to error

Finally, we measure the tolerance of PR models to the inaccuracy of the prediction LSTM using
the two best performing vocoders, WaveGlow, and LPCNet. For this test, we randomly select 30

1.5

0
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noisy test files. We make the predicted feature X̂ noisy as, X̂e = X̂ + εN, where ε = MSE × e%.
The random noise N is generated from a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and variance
at each frequency as X. Next, we synthesize with the vocoder from X̂e . For WaveGlow, X is the
mel-spectrogram and for LPCNet, X is 20 features. We repeat the LPCNet test adding noise into all
features and only the 18 BFCC features (not adding noise to F0).
Figure 7.3 shows the objective metrics for these files. We observe that for WaveGlow, e =
0 − 10% does not affect the synthesis quality very much and e > 10% decreases performance
incrementally. For LPCNet, we observe that errors in the BFCC are tolerated better than errors in
F0.

7.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we show that the neural vocoders WaveGlow, nvWaveNet, and LPCNet can be used
for speaker-independent speech synthesis when trained on 56 speakers. We observe that all three
neural vocoders synthesize speech with both male and female speakers with comparable quality. We
measure the quality using composite quality scores (Hu and Loizou, 2007) for background, signal,
and overall quality. Next, we show that using these three vocoders, the parametric resynthesis
model is able to generalize to new noises and new speakers across different SNRs. We find that
PR-LPCNet outperforms the oracle Wiener mask-based system in subjective quality. We also
observe PR-WaveGlow to perform best in objective signal quality. In the next chapter, we will
perform several analyses with speaker-independent PR.
We also observe that with speech enhanced by PR, different artifacts can be generated which are
different from distortions in traditional speech enhancement. By informal listening we see that these
artifacts depends on the vocoder or acoustic features we are using. For WaveNet and WaveGlow,
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where we extract mel-spectrogram with 80 bins, when synthesized we observe sometimes mumbling
speech can occur. For WaveNet, which uses an autoregressive synthesis technique, the spread
of mumbling in time is larger. Mumbling occurs when the predicted mel-spectogram features
have higher errors. Among LPCNet, WaveNet and WaveGlow we observe LPCNet had the least
distortion in general. When synthesizing with LPCNet, we observe muffled speech can occur instead
of mumbling. In muffled speech, we can hear what is being said, but voice quality degrades slightly.
Muffled speech also occurs in WORLD synthesis. The muffled part is caused mainly by a failure to
predict pitch features accurately from noisy speech. Compared to both artifacts, we observe muffled
speech is more tolerable as it has less effect on intelligibility compared to mumbled speech.

Chapter 8
Analysis and Ablation Studies
In chapters 5, 6, and 7 we propose parametric resynthesis systems for speech enhancement. In
this chapter, we analyze and perform ablation studies with multi-speaker parametric resynthesis
on the VCTK+DEMAND (Veaux et al., 2013; Thiemann et al., 2013) dataset. More details about
the dataset are mentioned in Section 7.3.1. Similar to chapter 7, we test on noisy testset from two
speakers (one male and one female). When test with PR-WaveGlow, we use the official testset of
824 files and when testing with PR-WaveNet, we use a relatively smaller subset of 24 files, as full
WaveNet model synthesis is slower and very time-consuming. 24 test files are selected as 12 from
the male and 12 from the female speaker and are also balanced in SNRs 17.5 dB, 12.5 dB, 7.5 dB,
and 2.5 dB (same as the official testset).
PR-WaveNet uses a full autoregressive WaveNet, similar to the one used in Chapter 6. WaveNet1
has a setup similar to speaker embedding tacotron (Jia et al., 2018): 30 layers grouped into 3 dilation
cycles, 512 residual channels, 512 gate channels, 256 skip channels, and output as mixture-oflogistics with 10 components. The model was trained for 4M steps with batch size 1.
Instead of using all three vocoders for ablation studies, (since training vocoders could take
1 https://github.com/r9y9/wavenet_vocoder
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Prediction model loss

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

L1
L2

3.82
3.80

2.41
2.41

3.08
3.06

0.91
0.91

Table 8.1: Comparison of speech enhancement objective and quality metrics when the prediction
model is trained on mel-spectrogram L1 loss or L2 loss on 824 test files with PR-WaveGlow.
Prediction model loss

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

L1
L2

3.28
3.14

1.85
1.74

2.51
2.41

0.88
0.86

Table 8.2: Comparison of speech enhancement objective and quality metrics when the prediction
model is trained on mel-spectrogram L1 loss or L2 loss on 24 test files with PR-WaveNet.
1-2 months of training time,) we train only the WaveNet model for retraining the vocoder. The
prediction LSTM model however is faster to train, hence for ablation studies involving LSTM we
test with PR-WaveGlow, as synthesis is faster and we can test on the whole testset.

8.1

Prediction Model: L1 vs. L2 loss

We examine whether using L1 or L2 loss is useful for the mel-spectrogram prediction model with
PR-WaveGlow. We test with L1 and L2 loss on 824 test files. These results are reported in Table
8.1. We observe that using L1 loss objective quality scores CSIG and COVL are slightly higher,
with similar objective intelligibility scores. We also observe similar results, higher score with L1
loss, with PR-WaveNet when tested on 24 test files as reported in Table 8.2.

8.2

Training Vocoder: Predicted vs. Ground Truth Features

In Chapters 6 and 7 the vocoder is trained with ground truth acoustic features at train time and at test
time we use predicted acoustic features. We examine if the vocoder can be trained with predicted
features instead of clean features and achieve better quality. Here we test three training strategies
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Acoustic features

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

Clean
Mixture of Predicted & Clean
Predicted

3.23
3.22
2.65

1.81
1.79
1.59

2.47
2.42
1.92

0.88
0.88
0.80

Table 8.3: Comparison of speech enhancement objective and quality metrics when PR-WaveNet is
trained on clean/predicted mel-spectrogram.
Hop Size (ms)
1
12.5

#mel bins

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

24
80

3.25
3.23

1.89
1.81

2.58
2.47

0.92
0.88

Table 8.4: PR-WaveNet Hop Size: 1 ms vs 12.5 ms: Comparison of speech enhancement objective
and quality metrics when PR-WaveNet is trained on different hop size with 24 noisy test files.
for vocoders, 1) trained with clean features, 2) trained with predicted features, and 3) trained with a
mixture of the clean and predicted features. In the third scenario, a mixture of clean and predicted
feature is used, and one of them is selected with 0.5 probability. We train the PR-WaveNet model
with these three strategies. The results are reported in Table 8.3. We observe training with clean
features achieves better objective metrics than with predicted features or mixture of clean and
predicted features. When trained with predicted features, we observe a decrease in all scores. There
is more mumbled speech when PR-WaveNet is trained with predicted features, which can be seen
specifically with the STOI decrease. For the mixture of predicted and clean, we also observe a slight
decrease in performance with objective quality scores though this model has access to both clean
and predicted. We can expect similar results for the other two vocoders as well.

8.3

Training with Smaller Hop Size

We test if the timescale of acoustic features has any effect on parametric resynthesis. In previous
chapters, we use each vocoder with different time-scale, WaveNet and WaveGlow with 12.5 ms hop
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12.5
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#mel bins

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

24
80

3.87
3.69

2.22
1.96

3.17
2.80

0.95
0.90

Table 8.5: WaveNet Hop Size: 1 ms vs 12.5 ms: Comparison of speech enhancement objective and
quality metrics on clean resynthesis of 24 files.
size, WORLD with 5 ms hop size, and LPCNet with 10 ms hop size. Hop sizes were selected as
recommended in their respective papers. Here, we train another WaveNet with a smaller hop size
of 1 ms with a window size of 4 ms, and 24 bins of mel-spectrogram. Since WaveNet is a sample
by sample network and conditional features are mapped to speech sample timescale, decreasing
hop size slightly decreases the vocoder model size. Also, 1 ms WaveNet takes similar training
and synthesis time to 12.5 ms timescale WaveNet. Objective scores on 24 clean file are reported
in Table 8.5. We observe a large improvement in all measures when trained on smaller hop size.
We also observe 1 ms hop size WaveNet files to be more synchronized with ground truth files and
hence we see significant improvement in objective scores. Next, we train the prediction LSTM
model with 1 ms hopsize, this model is slower in training than 12.5 ms hopsize prediction model,
as there are more frames. We observe the prediction model achieves lower MSE with 1 ms hopsize
model. We compare enhancement results with 12.5 ms PR-WaveNet by comparing 24 noisy test
files, reported in Table 8.4. We observe that objective scores are higher with smaller hop size
PR-WaveNet, especially objective intelligibility STOI scores.

8.4

Training Vocoder from Noisy Features

We examine whether a vocoder directly can be used for speech enhancement. A WaveNet vocoder
with similar architecture as in PR-WaveNet is trained with noisy mel-spectrograms. The NoisyWaveNet takes noisy mel-spectrogram as input conditioning features and is trained with clean
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Model

CSIG

CBAK

COVL

STOI

PR-WaveNet
Noisy-WaveNet

3.23
1.00

1.81
1.09

2.47
1.00

0.88
0.38

Table 8.6: Comparison of speech enhancement objective and quality metrics using PR-WaveNet
and noisy mel spectrogram trained WaveNet on 24 test files.
speech samples as ground truth. The model was trained with the same data and training time
as PR-WaveNet. We test both Noisy-WaveNet and PR-WaveNet on 24 test files and report in
Table 8.6. We observe Noisy-WaveNet fails to converge, instead, the model converges similar to
an unconditional WaveNet. From informal listening tests, we observe the synthesized files are
mumbling speech from multiple speakers and not intelligible at all. This shows that WaveNet
fails to extract useful information from the noisy mixture and hence ignores the noisy mixture
as a conditioning feature and converge to an unconditional model. Although if we use the noisy
mel-spectrograms as input and train with noisy speech samples as ground truth, WaveNet is able to
generate intelligible, but noisy, speech samples. This further shows that an extra model is indeed
needed for Speech enhancement using vocoders to remove noise from noisy features similar to our
prediction model.

8.4.1

Comparing Acoustic Features

Finally, we analyze different acoustic features used in vocoders and measure which features are
easier to predict from noisy speech with a prediction model. For this experiment, we take the 1-hour
cmu slt dataset (Kominek and Black, 2004) and add noise from CHiME3 (Barker et al., 2015), as
used in the chapter 5. It is a single female speaker dataset with different text taken from Project
Gutenberg. We vary different levels of noise added to clean speech and create five noisy datasets
with five average SNR levels, described in Table 8.7. We vary the noise by adjusting the noise gain
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Table 8.7: Five versions of the noisy dataset with different levels of noise
Dataset
Set1
Set2
Set3
Set3
Set5

SNR Range

avg-SNR

12, 9, 6, 3
9, 6, 3, 0
6, 3, 0,-3
3, 0,-3,-6
0,-3,-6,-9

7.5
4.5
1.5
-1.5
-4.5

while mixing a random noise with the clean speech.
Three prediction models were trained to take as input noisy mel-spectrograms and predict clean
mel-spectrograms (for WaveNet and WaveGlow), WORLD features (lf0, vuv, mgc, and ap), or
LPCNet features (BFCC, f0 period, f0 correlation) for each dataset. All the features are normalized
to have 0 mean and 1 std deviation across feature dimension. We show MSE for each vocoder
features in Figure 8.1. Comparing total MSE for these features, log-mel spectrogram MSE is lowest,
followed by LPCNet features. WORLD features have the highest total error. We also compare
different features separately for LPCNet, WORLD in Figure 8.2. We observe for WORLD features,
the Voicing decision has the lowest MSE, followed by log F0, band aperiodicity, and then mel
generalized spectrum. For LPCNet features, we observe F0-CORR has the lowest MSE, followed
by BFCC and F0-Period as the highest MSE. For melspectrogram, we plot average MSE for the
first 20 bins, 20 to 60 bins, and 60 to 80 bins in Figure 8.2c. We observe for lower bins the error is
less, for higher bins MSE increases. Since mel-spectrogram has lower MSE than LPC and WORLD
features, training with LPC and WORLD features would not help with higher quality synthesis.

8.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we perform several ablation studies with a parametric resynthesis system. We show
that, though vocoders can generate high-quality speech, they cannot enhance speech without the

MSE
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Figure 8.1: MSE of normalized acoustic features for three vocoders, LPC: LPCNet features, Mel:
WaveNet and WaveGlow and WORLD with different average SNR (-4.5, -1.5, 1.5, 4.5, 7.5). Average
MSE on testset of 66 files are shown.
prediction model. We observe using L1 loss for training the prediction model slightly improves
objective quality scores. We also observe that using a smaller hop size vocoder can generate better
time-synchronized speech in PR-WaveNet. We observe the prediction model performs better in
smaller hop-size as well. Additionally, we observe lower quality speech when trained from predicted
features.
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Figure 8.2: MSE of different normalized acoustic features with different SNR (-4.5, -1.5, 1.5, 4.5,
7.5). Average MSE on testset of 66 files are shown. a) WORLD features are MGC, LF0, V/UV,
BAP b) LPCNet features are BFCC, F0-period, and F0 correlation (F0-CORR) c) Mel spectrogram
average MSE, 0-20 bins, 20-60 bins, 60-80 bins.

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1

Summary

In this dissertation, we have explored a variety of strategies for the use of speech synthesis techniques
towards a high quality speech enhancement system. Two main synthesis techniques are discussed:
first the use of previously recorded clean speech segments to replace noisy segments or concatenative
resynthesis in a speaker-dependent speech enhancement system. Here we discuss approximation
strategies and suitable network design for utilization of hours of clean speech towards a large
vocabulary system. In a small vocabulary system, we show a speedup of 40× in transition matrix
computation time and 5× in denoising time. The system is scalable to large dictionaries tested
up to a 12× larger dictionary, which is infeasible for the original system, and we can achieve a
speedup of 11× in resynthesis. Second, we show that we can use parametric speech synthesizers
for speech enhancement where from predicted acoustic features enhanced speech is generated
using a vocoder (parametric resynthesis). We show that this system using a non-neural vocoder,
WORLD, outperforms statistical TTS by capturing the prosody of the noisy speech. This system,
called PR-WORLD, provides comparable quality and intelligibility to the oracle Wiener mask by
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reproducing all parts of the speech signal, even those buried in noise, while still allowing room
for improvement as demonstrated by its own oracle upper bound. Next, we show that using two
neural vocoders, WaveGlow and WaveNet, produces better quality enhanced speech than using a
traditional vocoder like WORLD. We also show that PR-neural models outperform the recently
proposed Chimera++ mask-based speech enhancement system in all intelligibility and quality
scores. Finally, we show that the neural vocoders WaveGlow, WaveNet, and LPCNet can be used
for speaker-independent speech synthesis when trained on a large number of speakers. We also
show that using these three vocoders, the parametric resynthesis model is able to generalize to new
noises and new speakers across different SNRs. We find that PR-LPCNet outperforms the oracle
Wiener mask-based system in subjective quality scores.

9.2

Future Work

In this section, we point to some of the promising directions and questions that are not addressed in
this dissertation.

Multi-channel Speech Enhancement: In this dissertation, we focus on single-channel speech
enhancement using speech synthesis techniques. In contrast, multi-channel speech enhancement
can typically lead to larger improvements in quality and intelligibility. Adapting the proposed PR
system for multi-channel speech enhancement is an interesting avenue of research. A remaining
open issue is adapting speech synthesis using vocoders for multi-channel speech enhancement.

Speech Separation: This dissertation focuses on the task of speech enhancement, where given a
noisy mixture, a single speech source is estimated and we show that speech synthesis can be used
for enhancing a single speech source. Another interesting open problem is to use speech synthesis
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techniques for speech separation, where given a mixture of multiple speech sources, each separate
source is estimated. In future work, We will utilize multiple-target speaker speech synthesis stacks
for source separation (Wang et al., 2018, 2020).

Adapting Neural Vocoders for Speech Enhancement: In Part II, we use acoustic features like
the mel-spectrogram that are shown to be useful for speech synthesis. In future work we will
optimize acoustic features for speech enhancement to better utilize prosody from the noisy speech.

Multi-modal Parametric Resynthesis: A useful application of PR is offline audio quality enhancement. In offline processing, sometimes more information is available, like an accompanying
text transcript, video, or the identity of the target speaker. Some of these pieces of information like
text and speaker identity are used in speech synthesis to generate acoustic features (Shen et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2017). Video information is shown to be useful in source separation (Ephrat et al., 2018)
as well. These additional modalities are not used in the parametric resynthesis system yet. In future
we would focus on using textual information and accompanying video to increase the intelligibility
of the enhanced speech and speaker information to improve further speech enhancement quality for
the target speaker.
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